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Summary 

European commission (EC) seeks to break the dependence on oil without compromising the 
mobility. The ambition is to create cities with integrated, multimodal transportation systems 
where it is possible to walk, bike and use public transportation. To achieve this sustainability 
mobility goal, information on all modes of transportation, on possibilities for their combined 
use and on their environmental impact, will need to be widely available 

Multimodality defines the ability to travel with a choice of different transportation modes. This 
report combines different approaches and methods to analyze multimodality and inform about 
integration of multiple transportation modes with cities. It assesses three methods: green 
building and sustainable neighborhood certification systems (LEED, Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design), accessibility indexes (Walk Score, http://www.walkscore.com/) and 
travel forecasting tools (Trafikverket’s Trafikalstring, Swedish Transportation Administration’s 
Trip Generation Tool, https://applikation.trafikverket.se/trafikalstring/). It also proposes 
instituting Multimodal Transportation Performance Certificates (MTPC) as a hybrid method. 
The focus is on urban form, physical integration of transportation systems in cities and on 
urbanism that can make multimodality possible. Accordingly, MTPC measures physical 
integration of different transportation systems (walking, cycling, public transportation and 
private car) with cities. Its indicators include design elements (streets, buildings, building 
façades, building heights, bike racks, parking lots, bus stops, subway exits, etc.), place 
characteristics (density, diversity, etc.) and accessibility (network access to local and regional 
destinations) that have arguably indirect, profound effect on travel.  

Three Swedish neighborhoods Munksjöstaden and Tenhult in Jönköping and Haningeterrassen 
in Haninge, Stockholm, are analyzed and the results show that each method produces different, 
but reasonable results considering their specific scopes and applications. Every method has 
potential to deliver information about multimodality to actors and stakeholders. Each method 
excels in something: LEED in detailed factors and comprehensiveness of the results; Walk Score 
in visualizing multimodality; and Trafikalstring in forecasting modal splits and having the 
possibility to calculate energy use and CO2-emmissions. However, there are some 
disadvantages. The detailed analysis in LEED needs laborious surveys and analyses. Walk Score 
overestimates its scores to satisfy its customers. Trafikalstring is not very accurate in its modal 
shares estimations. MTPC combines the best of each method, but it also inherits some of the 
problems. It takes lot of time and effort to carry on the analysis. The modal share estimations 
are also approximate.  

MTPC aims to provide concise and visual information about sustainable transportation to 
multiple stakeholders: property owners and tenants, real property developers, urban designers 
and planners, tenants and house buyers. The benchmarking procedure succeeds in that. This 
information can be used additionally to calculate energy use and emissions from transportation 
and contribute to increased awareness for unsustainable mobility patterns. However, the 
estimation of modal shares based only on urban form factors must be considered critically 
because of deterministic approximations. The benchmarking method makes predictions based 
on probabilistic travel forecasts and ideal urban patterns (of design elements on different 
scales). Travel directly depends on discrete choices of individuals. Established mobility cultures 
in neighborhoods and cities skew travel patterns towards social accepted and preferred 
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transportation modes. Flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail nerds, green travelers, rational 
agents and dedicated motorists struggle for predominance in a Bourdieusien sense of symbolic 
violence. To understand the risk of approximations and ideological biases, there is an ongoing 
dialogue with different actors and stakeholders. The development of the benchmarking method, 
is discussed on meetings with a large reference group of experts and coordinated with 
Riksbyggen, the Swedish property owner and developer and the municipalities of Haninge and 
Jönköping.  

In the end, MTPC should be conceived in a pragmatic sense of learning by doing. It is a process 
of choosing urban elements, making evaluations and creating dialog, not a final product. Jane 
Jacobs argues that cities are an immense laboratory of trial and error, failure and success. The 
purpose of this report is to provide expertise and set a stage for discussing alternative urban 
designs for multimodal transportation. It also aims to identify urban form factors (design 
elements) and put a research agenda about how these design elements (building setbacks, 
building heights, street to building façade interaction, street design, street widths, sidewalk 
design, bike lanes, access to transit, parking standards, etc.), many of them commonly used in 
urbanist practice, influence multimodal travel.  

 

 

Todor Stojanovski 

December 2017, Stockholm 
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Introduction 

European commission (EC) seeks to break the dependence on oil without compromising the 
mobility in European cities. The ambition is to create integrated, multimodal transportation 
systems where greater numbers of passengers are carried jointly to their destination by the most 
efficient (combination of) modes. To achieve this sustainability mobility goal, information on all 
modes of transportation, on possibilities for their combined use and on their environmental 
impact, will need to be widely available (EC, 2011).  

Multimodal defines the ability to travel with a choice of different transportation modes. The 
perspectives and approaches on measuring multimodality differ greatly across disciplines and 
scales. On a societal scale, there is a symbolic struggle among mobility cultures (dedicated 
motorists versus rail nerds, pedestrians versus bike advocates, etc.). Individuals, on the other 
hand, are free to make their own everyday travel choices. Modal split is a multimodality measure 
commonly used in transportation engineering and transportation economics. It shows 
percentages of traveled distances or (daily or annual) number of trips by different modes of 
transportation for individuals or locations (buildings, neighborhoods or districts, urban or 
metropolitan areas). The common approach in transportation engineering and transportation 
economics is studies of individual travel behavior, discrete travel choices and travelling 
preferences (Ben-Akiva, 1973; McFadden, 1974; Hensher and Louviere, 1979; Hensher and 
Johnson, 1981; Kitamura, 1984; 1988; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Ben-Akiva et al., 1996; 
Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998; Bowman and Ben-Akiva, 2001; Hensher, 2008; Button 2014; 
Boyce and Williams, 2015). Transportation engineers and economists analyze travel surveys or 
design consumer preferences survey to investigate factors that determine travel behavior and to 
forecast future travel patterns. To estimate the modal split they create market segments and 
aggregate individual travel patterns at specific locations (Ben-Akiva, 1973; McFadden and Reid, 
1975). Transportation engineers also use land use factors to calculate trip generation rates and 
subsequently modal splits (ITE, 2012; Ewing, et al., 2013; Weinberger, et al., 2015; 
Trafikverket’s, Swedish Transportation Administration’s Trafikalstring tool, see 
https://applikation.trafikverket.se/trafikalstring/).  

Maps are essential features on Internet, in smartphones and personal computers. Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) continuously develop to make navigation and travel in 
cities easier. Many web navigation services offer possibilities to see and choose among multiple 
travel alternatives (by one or many transportation modes) from different locations. ICTs had a 
particularly uplifting impact on public transportation. Many transit agencies or Public 
Transportation Authorities (PTAs) have created journey planners and inform about 
opportunities to travel by transit in real time. Some journey planners also calculate carbon 
emissions or energy savings (in pieces of chocolate) if the traveler changes from private car to 
public transportation (http://www.reittiopas.fi/en/). In recent years, new mobile apps have 
emerged that use location tracking and automatic transportation mode detection to analyze 
physical movement and calculate modal split for individuals (Prelipcean et al., 2014; 
http://en.trivector.se/it-systems/travelvu/). 

Accessibility is a new paradigm in transportation engineering, transportation economics and 
urban planning and design (Marshall, 2001; Banister, 2008). Accessibility is defined as a 
potential for interaction between places (Hansen, 1959) or “the extent to which Land Use and 
Transportation (LUT) systems enable (groups of) individuals to reach activities or destinations 
by means of a (combination of) transportation mode(s)” (Geurs and Van Wee; 2004, p.128). 
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There are different ways of define accessibility and many accessibility measures, indicators or 
indexes (Hansen, 1959; Handy, 1997; Talen and Anselin, 1998; Van Wee, 2002; 2011; Geurs and 
Van Wee, 2004; Páez et al., 2012). In Sweden, two private companies Spacescape and Trivector 
produced a Mobility Index (http://www.spacescape.se/project/mobilitetsindex/) and 
Accesibility Index, respectably for the Royal Seaport urban development in Stockholm and the 
municipality of Malmö (Trivector, 2014). Walk Score (http://www.walkscore.com/) is a website 
that calculates Walk Score, Bike Score and Transit Scores for different buildings and cities, 
based on their proximity to destinations (shops, restaurants, cinemas, etc.). Walk Score, Bike 
Score and Transit Score are accessibility indexes for particular transportation modes. 

The interrelationship between the land use and travel is the most researched topic in urban 
planning (Ewing and Cervero, 2010). Within this research tradition land use is conceived 
through D-variables: Density, Diversity and Design (Cervero and Kockelman, 1996); Distance to 
transit and Destination accessibility (Cervero et al., 2009); Demand management and 
Demographics (Ewing and Cervero, 2010). The D-variables are included in green building and 
sustainable neighborhood certification systems for buildings and neighborhoods such as LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) or BREEAM (Building Research 
Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology). The environmental certification 
systems produce ecolabels as sustainability indicators. Analogically, multimodality is 
measurable by abstracting, compiling, weighing and analyzing transportation, land use and 
location factors in LEED or BREAAM. 

Despite the fact that there is much research on urban form and transportation, land use or 
travel, accessibility indexes, sustainability indicators and environmental certification systems 
and there are online maps and navigation services, mobility apps, travel planners and websites, 
it is not easy to get a concise information about multimodality or sustainable transportation for 
buildings or neighborhoods. To create a method that concisely informs about multimodality and 
sustainable transportation from buildings and neighborhoods, this report reviews and compares 
existing methods to analyze or benchmark multimodality and the effect of urban form on 
(multimodal) travel (travel forecasting, land use and transportation research, accessibility 
indicators, green building and sustainable neighborhood certification systems for buildings and 
neighborhoods). It also combines bits of different methods into a hybrid method named 
Multimodal Transportation Performance Certificates (MTPC).  

The focus is on urban form, physical integration of transportation systems with cities (ideal 
futures for different transportation modes) and urbanism that can make that possible. 
Urbanism here derives from the French word urbanisme. It is an umbrella term for urban 
planning and design used by both Le Corbusier (1987 [1925]) and Henri Lefebvre (1996 [1968]). 
The French urbanisme includes processes of urbanization as well as urban theory and analysis. 
In English, urbanism has much narrower meaning emphasizing the urban way of living (Wirth, 
1938; Fischer, 1976; 1996). Planning has a place and future component (Bertolini, 2017). 
Urbanism is here preferred before planning, the usual translation of urbanisme in English, 
because it puts an emphasis on urban as phenomenon, physical form of cities, urbanization and 
design. MTPC measures multimodality as integration of different transportation systems 
(walking, cycling, public transportation and private car) with cities. Its indicators include design 
elements, place characteristics and accessibility analyses. 

The purpose of this report is to develop concepts and indicators for designing cities with 
multiple travel alternatives and to inspire a shift towards sustainable and energy-efficient urban 
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transportation. MTPC is a method that informs multiple actors and stakeholders: property 
owners and tenants, real property developers, urbanists and transportation engineers etc. about 
multimodal transportation and integration of different transportation modes (walking, cycling, 
public transportation and private car) with buildings and neighborhoods. In Sweden, almost all 
buildings larger than a single-family residence must display Energy Performance Certificates 
(EPC) showing energy use and efficiency. Poor EPCs result in proposals for interventions that 
can improve the energy effectiveness of the building (new insulation, change of windows, etc.). 
Poor MTPC should contribute to change development practice (in terms of considering 
multimodal travel opportunities) and inspire design interventions for transformation and 
redevelopment of existing neighborhoods that are highly oil dependent. Today the information 
about multimodality, different travel choices, integration with energy efficient modes of 
transportation (walking, cycling and public transportation), and energy use in transportation 
from buildings and neighborhoods is often scattered, specialized or incomplete. The 
environmental benefits of an energy efficient building greatly diminish if access to the location is 
energy inefficient, oil dependent and unsustainable.  

What is Multimodality? 

Urban transportation means the physical movement of people and things in cities. 
Transportation systems consists of people, vehicle or things on the move and infrastructures 
that facilitate physical movement (paths, roads, expressways, waterways, railways, etc.). 
Transportation engineers differentiate among transportation systems and classify them as 
transportation modes1. Vehicle technology is one aspect that defines transportation mode. While 
transportation engineers tend to make detailed classifications (in a context of transit see Vuchic, 
1981; 2007), society uses generic transportation modes (car, bus, bike, rail, etc.). Vehicle 
technologies continuously develop. The social acceptance and status of transportation modes 
changes with new vehicle technology advances or with figuring out new ways to use the 
technology2. With any new advancement of vehicle technology or societal use, the understanding 
of multimodality modifies. It is in continuous state of flux.  

Multimodality describes the competition between multiple urban transportation modes.  It is 
part of an urbanist orthodoxy, a pursuit for diversity (Fainstein, 2005) and emphasizes 
opportunities or ability to travel. Diversity means a range of different things3. In a context of 
transportation and mobility, this new trend manifest itself as design of multimodal streets, 
streets shared by different transportation modes. The attribute multimodal applies also for 
places where it is equally probable to walk, to bike, to drive, to use public transportation, etc. In 
a broader context, the interaction between (transportation) technology and society, the struggle 

                                                        
1 Vukan Vuchic (1981; 2007) uses vehicle type, type of service and level of segregation to classify public 
transit systems into transportation modes. Streetcar or tram, Light Rail Transit (LRT), commuter rail and 
metro are all rail systems that can have a similar vehicle technology, but different type of service and level 
of segregation. 
2 Sharing redefines transportation mode as electrification or automation. Shared car is not the same 
transportation modes as privately owned car. 
3 Diversity has several meanings: a varied physical design, mixes of uses, an expanded public realm and 
multiple social groupings exercising their right to the city (Fainstein, 2005). Diversity is an underlying 
characteristic of cities and urban living (Wirth, 1938; Jacobs, 1961). Jane Jacobs is an early advocate for 
diverse urban areas. Four factors generate city diversity: mix uses in a district, small city blocks that give 
opportunities of street to buildings interaction, different ages and types of buildings and sufficiently dense 
and heterogeneous concentration of people (Jacobs, 1961). 
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for physical space in the urban environments and making travel decisions everyday define 
different scales of multimodality.  There are competing perspectives and approaches to study 
these relations between society, city and technology. 

Perspectives on Multimodality 

There are arguably four perspectives on multimodality (modified from accessibility 
perspectives4 in Geurs and Van Wee, 2004): multiple travel choices of individual agents; 
establishment and struggle of different mobility cultures in society; network access by different 
transportation systems; and place (environmental) characteristics that support, subordinate or 
hinder different transportation modes (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Perspectives on multimodality 

Travel involves everyday operational travel choices and strategic long-term decisions. When 
individuals make daily travel choices, they decide based on their rationality or irrationality 
(travel costs in terms of money or time, habits, defaults, commitments, etc.). Mobility cultures 
and social norms sometimes obscure rational assessment of travel alternatives. A community 
might not embrace all transportation modes equally. The established mobility culture and the 
social norms and settings that they create (especially automobile culture) tend to devaluate 
competitive transportation modes. Many automobile-oriented cultures consider public 

                                                        
4 Geurs and Van Wee (2004) differentiate between person-based and utility-based measures (travel time 
and travel cost). Value of time aggregates these two measure in discrete choice modelling. They are two 
conversable aspects (travel cost is a product of multiplying value of time and travel time) of agent 
perspective (person or household). This report adds the cultural perspective on accessibility 
(multimodality). 
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transportation as social service for the poor or as technologically backward. Individuals might 
find it difficult to handle complex mobility procedures too (buying transit tickets, navigating 
transit system maps, paying parking fees, etc.). Mobility cultures include complex procedures 
and rituals, wayfinding and navigating, use of technologies and apps (Urry, 2007). The diversity 
of public transportation cultures is especially staggering (regarding payment, using transit, types 
of tickets, etc.). In London, transit users need to tap in and tap out in the subway. In Stockholm, 
they need only to tap in. It takes time and effort to master how different transportation systems 
work.  

Network access and circulation, place characteristics and locational accessibility are additional 
two perspectives with specific scope. Places interconnect by transportation networks and create 
topological networks. The interaction between paces often obscures and puts the transportation 
networks in the background (it becomes locational accessibility, network capital as a 
characteristic of places). Transportation engineers emphasize transportation networks and turn 
places into centroids. The centroids are generalizations of places that connect to links or nodes 
in transportation networks (Figure 1). Each perspective on multimodality and interaction 
between transportation systems and urban environments (individual agency versus social 
structure, transportation network versus place or network of places) has a history and 
substantive body of knowledge. The following subsections describe the disciplines, scopes and 
methodologies behind every perspective. 

Agent Perspective (Operational Travel Choices) 
The agent perspective (agent-based modelling) is the state-of-the-art in transportation 
economics and modelling, travel simulations and forecasting and urban modelling and analytics. 
Transportation engineers conceptualized the movement of people in terms of spatial or 
temporal travel patterns and individual behavior of agents (Mitchell and Rapkin, 1954). 
Sequential travel demand models (four-step procedure) emerged in the USA in the 1950s based 
on the notion that individuals plan their journeys in steps. When to travel? Where? By which 
mode? Via which route? Subsequently digital technology unlocked new possibilities for 
disaggregated travel data analyses and traffic simulations (Boyce and Williams, 2015). In 
transportation modeling and forecasting, aggregated refers to data or analysis at the zone, 
neighborhood or city level, and to travel patterns (modal split, numbers of trips for a zone, etc.), 
whereas disaggregated to data or analysis at the level of the individual (or household) and their 
discrete travel choices (Handy, 1996). 

Wirth (1938) defines cities sociologically as “relatively large, dense and permanent settlement of 
heterogeneous individuals”. Agent-based modelling looks at cities as aggregations of N 
heterogeneous individuals that interact in n-dimensional space (Chadwick 1971). It models 
urban systems by representing their elements and interactions as agents (Batty, 2005). Digital 
technology, machine learning and artificial intelligence today allow to model and simulate 
behavior of individuals in transportation systems or urban environments.  

From an agent perspective, a discrete choice set of travel alternatives with assigned probabilities 
and risks behind every travel choice defines multimodality. In travel simulations and 
transportation economics, the individual travel behavior is analyzed as behavior of agents 
(pedestrians and vehicles) in transportation networks (real time travel information and traffic 
microsimulations) or as rational agents, consumers who maximize utility (discrete travel choice 
modelling and forecasting). Mode choice (as probabilities to travel by different transportation 
modes) is a step in sequential travel demand modelling and forecasting (Button 2014; Boyce and 
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Williams, 2015) and LUT analyses (Wegener, 1994; 2014; Wegener and Fürst, 1999). The 
probability for a rational agent to take a trip by a mode is calculated by assessing all the possible 
combinations of frequencies, destinations, times in the day, modes and routes (Ben-Akiva, 1973; 
Burton, 2010). Sophisticated methods from economics assess individual travel preferences 
(Hensher and Louviere, 1979; Hensher, 2008). Agent-based models are continuously developed 
by including daily activities (Kitamura, 1984; 1988) and behavioral scripts (Garling et al., 2001), 
lifestyles and tour patterns (Ben-Akiva et al., 1996; Bowman and Ben-Akiva, 2001), residential 
location choice (Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998), etc. Behavioral economics also provide new 
concepts for better understanding of irrationality of agents: as personality traits and social 
norms (defaults, commitments, ego, etc.) (Metcalfe and Dolan, 2012). Discrete choice modeling 
focuses on short-term operational choices and forecasting, for example travelling to work during 
rush hours. Due to the complexity of interactions among multiple agents, the agent-based 
models are poor predictors of large-scale or long-term environmental changes. The analyses are 
based on economic characteristics of rational agents, for example value of time5. Value of time 
varies dramatically in critical situation and it is impossible to predict random future situations. 
The agent-based models and discrete choice analyses are applicable for specific situations (with 
predictable values of time for individual agents), but not for random sequence of situations.  

Mobilities Paradigm or Cultural/Social Perspective (Strategic Travel Choices) 
The rationality and systems approach in traffic simulations and transportation economics have 
faced a humanistic critique in the last two decades. It involves a broader sociological perspective 
on transportation systems as socially constructed technologies (Pinch and Bijker, 1984), on 
narratives of actors behind failed transportation technologies (Latour, 1996) or understanding 
mobility cultures (Sheller and Urry, 2000, Urry, 2004, Urry, 2007; Dennis and Urry, 2009; 
Anable, 2005; Prillwitz and Barr, 2011; Henriksson, 2008; Henriksson et al., 2011). Social 
scientists focus on the political, cultural and social aspects of mobility. Sociologists traditionally 
look at individual agency from a perspective of social structure. Social associations, structure 
and networks define agents, not economic rationality. Agents are something between their 
authentic selves and their social roles, actors on a stage never alone in acting, constantly 
engaged by others in group formation and destruction, providing controversial accounts for 
their actions and actions for other (Latour, 2005, p.46-7). This perspective includes an approach 
from political science that looks at power struggles and conflicts between interests, actors and 
stakeholders behind planning decisions (Isaksson, 2001, Isaksson and Richardson, 2009). 

From this perspective, multimodality co-exists as a struggle between mobility cultures in cities. 
The city is an agglomeration of flows (Ash and Thrift 2002, p.42), not only as people on the 
move, but also flows of information, capital, cultures, norms and lifestyles. In the city on the 
move, there are processes of establishing and breaking out of mobility cultures. The automotive 
industry advertises individual mobility (private automobile) and freedom to move. Institutions 
promote active mobility (walking and cycling) or efficient mobility (public transportation) that 
improves health or reduces environmental impacts. Urbanists advocate for multimodality that 
supports diverse opportunities (including multiple transportation choices). This reflects on 
                                                        
5 Value of time measures the willingness to pay to travel. It shows the amount that a traveler would be 
willing to pay in order to save time or the amount they would accept as compensation for lost time. The 
value of time depends on income and varies from situation to situations. To averse loss, people are willing 
to pay more. It makes sense to pay 100$ for taxi to catch a flight that costs 1000$, but no one will spend 
100$ on travel to buy a 10$ pizza. The value of time is always a ratio of the income. There is a travel 
budget. Travel budget is the amount of money and time in an individual or household economy assigned 
for travel. 
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agents as social beings. Agents continuously make strategic decisions6 concerning travel (to bike 
or drive to work, to move to a new home close to transit, to change a job due to long commute, to 
own a car, etc.). Strategic choices play as important role as operational. Some individuals 
embrace and commit to distinctive mobility cultures (driving, biking, walking, etc.) and become 
irrational car addicts, cycling advocates, green travelers, etc. (see Anable, 2005; Prillwitz and 
Barr, 2011; in a Swedish context see Henriksson, 2008; Henriksson et al., 2011; SL, 2012).  

Social and political scientists work with interviews, narratives and stories to capture mobility 
cultures, describe emergences of technological artefacts and transportation technologies or to 
identify coercion. A new nuanced, strategic and participatory, management based approach is 
proposed to solve transportation problems: by shifting from traffic to people, from circulation by 
private car to accessibility by multiple modes; from forecasting traffic to visioning cities 
(Marshall, 2001; Banister, 2008). New departments for sustainable mobility (hållbart resande) 
are established in many Swedish municipalities focusing on public participation and mobility 
management and broader political, social and environmental aspects of transportation. Mobility 
management offers a collection of sustainable mobility initiatives and projects depending on the 
context, place and time. 

Network Access to Locations (Circulation and Travel Flows)  
Transportation networks consist of physical infrastructures (hierarchies of roads, intersections, 
railways and busways, sidewalks and pedestrian paths, bikeways, transit stops, parking lots and 
depots, etc.). Transportation engineers look at capacity, circulation and traffic flows in 
transportation networks as closed systems of elements (links or edges, nodes or turns, origins 
and destinations as centroids, connectors between centroids and nodes or links). They tend to 
study transportation networks dynamically (usually by analyzing, modelling or simulating 
behavior of pedestrians or vehicles). 

Access refers to the ability to travel of individuals, whereas accessibility to the ability to travel to 
and from a location (Geurs and Van Wee, 2004, p.128). To the physical geographers the 
dynamics of traffic (circulation and interaction between agents) are not as important as the 
patterns of routes and the shapes of the areas they create. There is a certain overlap between 
agent perspective and network access. Network access assumes a spatial pattern based on 
individual travel behavior and wayfinding. An individual starts at a location and travels in a 
network for a period of time (10-minute walk or 30-minute drive). Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) represent physical transportation infrastructures as links and nodes where each 
link and node receives attributes (typically average speed or travel time). Network analyses are 
established set of methods to analyze shortest paths and service areas (Haggett and Chorley, 
1969) integrated in the newest GIS (ArcGIS, QGIS, MapInfo, etc.) or transportation analysis 
software (Vissim, Visum, TransCAD, etc.). They accumulate costs as attributes (travel speeds, 
traveled distances, etc.) of different geographic features (urban road, expressway, main street, 
etc.) to draw areas of network access (Figure 1).  

Physical geographers measure closest distance between two points, network distance or travel 
time. Concentric rings (buffers from a destination) are simplest ways to represent spatial access. 

                                                        
6 Strategic and operational choice are not exclusive. Regularity in rational operational choices can produce 
reflexive responses and travel habits (which might predetermine future transportation strategy and 
irrational acceptance of mobility culture). Driving a shared car during weekends and vacations can break 
initial strong modal preferences (pro transit) and strategic decisions (green travelers can decide to buy car 
for every day). 
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Network analyses of shortest paths are commonly used to visualize network coverage and 
service areas (within distance or time interval to a destination). Isochrones and accessibility 
(travel time) ratios (car versus public transportation, walking versus biking, etc.) are common 
measures of multimodality and competitiveness between modes used in Sweden (SL, 2008; 
Accessibility Index in Trivector, 2014). This is a static representation of network access and 
traffic patterns (paths and flows) that allows defining places, service area or compare 
transportation modes geographically. The simplicity and visualization capabilities of GIS allows 
for easy communications with different actors and stakeholders. 

Place Characteristics (Design and Activity Defines Travel)  
Transportation is a function of land use (Mitchell and Rapkin, 1954), size and density of places, 
the degree to which land uses are segregated or mixed, design features, demographic 
characteristics and levels of jobs-housing balance (Cervero, 1991). There is a certain overlap of 
place characteristics with the network access perspective. Network access defines place as area. 
The place characteristics also include location factors as network distances to the city center 
(Stojanovski, 2017) or travel time ratios. Activities in one place and accessibility to the location 
form dynamic LUT feedback cycle (Wegener, 1994; 2014; Wegener and Furst; 1999). Activities 
create travel demand and (locational) accessibility7 inspires new development. Changes in land 
use (place characteristics) affect activities and travel demand. The place-node model (Bertolini, 
1996; 1999) illustrates this LUT interaction. The place generates demand that result in traffic 
flow (modal split, number of journeys generated, etc.). X-axis represents place factors, whereas 
the transportation performance/travel demand variables (modal split, number of journeys 
generated, etc.) on the y-axis. In a context of public transportation, the service area of the transit 
stop defines the place. The place characteristics are a complex of D-variables (Ewing and 
Cervero, 2010; Chorus and Bertolini, 2011).  

Multimodality from place characteristics perspective looks at the integration of the urban 
environments, land uses and other urban design elements with different transportation modes. 
The argument is that places, their land use and different elements of the physical form support 
or hinder different transportation modes. It is common to analyze aggregated attributes of 
places like population density, resident-job balance, etc. or to compare representative 
neighborhoods: Transit-Oriented versus conventional suburban development (Cervero and 
Radisch, 1996; more example in Stead and Marshall, 2001, p.128) or neighborhoods typical for 
different epochs (Southworth, 1997). To assess the effect of built environment on travel, Robert 
Cervero (1989) used a factor analysis to cluster multiple variables in four factors: density, size, 
design and entropy of floor uses8. Subsequently these factors became D-variables. Each D-
variable is often a factor with multiple variables (Ewing and Cervero, 2001; Ewing and Cervero, 
2010) and their effect on travel (shorter travelled distances, less trips made, increased share of 
walking, cycling and public transportation) is measured with elasticities (Ewing and Cervero, 
2010). The alternative methods include statistical analyses of place-related and aggregated 

                                                        
7 The concept of (locational) accessibility derives from location theory (Johann Heinrich von Thunen, 
Alfred Weber, Walter Christaller), social physics (George Kingsley Zipf, John Quincy Stewart) and 
regional science (Walter Isard, Brian Berry). Cities are central places, concentration points organized by 
transportation. They develop at foci or breaks of transportation (Harris & Ullman, 1945). Transportation 
technologies and revolutions have continuously shaped and reshaped cities. The increasing speed of 
traffic connects places, inspires or inhibits interactions between people and defines the size of cities 
(Clark, 1958; Marchetti, 1994). 
8 This tradition has much deeper roots in American sociological concepts. Density, size and heterogeneity 
are factors that quantitatively define cities (Wirth, 1938). Size and density define urban areas in censuses. 
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travel variables (modal share in one place, or vehicle travelled. The aggregated travel variables 
can be a product of aggregating disaggregated studies (travel surveys).  

Approaches on Multimodality 

Each perspective assumes different approach to analyze (multimodal) transportation and the 
integration of different transportation modes in cities. Graham and Marvin (1996) propose four 
competing approaches to study the effect of ICTs on cities. Technological determinism assumes 
that technological change has a foreseeable societal effect. (Transportation) technology directly 
cause urban impacts (changes urban form or travel patterns and produces environmental 
damage). The technological futurists tend to take a relatively optimistic view of the future 
impacts of technology on cities. They often turn to technical fixes to solve societal problems. 
Dystopianists and radical urbanists do not see technology as simple determinant of urban 
change, nor do they cast quick fix technical solutions to urban problems. According to this 
approach, (transportation) technology is fully inscribed into the political, economic and social 
relations that capitalism, the advanced industrial society creates (Transportation) technology 
favors economic and political interests who already dominate society. Critical commentators 
stress the profound unevenness and bias of network capital and infrastructural developments 
within cities. The constructivists see technological change as inextricably part of society. They 
tend to reject many of the arguments of political economists, such as the stress on the 
importance of capitalism and overwhelming power of political economic forces in shaping cities. 
John Law and Wiebe Bijker (1992) argue that both social and technological determinism are 
flawed. Technology does not spring from some impartial source of innovation, but it is born of 
the social, economic and technical relations that are already in place. To the technological 
constructivists the initiation of technological projects can be seen as a process through which 
each actor builds a network of varied elements that he tries to link together and make dependent 
on him. Key technological entrepreneurs work to enroll other people and technological artifacts 
into the network. Key individuals therefore work to fix the issues and problems in a manner 
favorable to their own agenda. Technological development is thus a profoundly social and 
political process, not a predefined one. This means also that it is impossible to define impacts on 
cities in some deterministic fashion. It depends on agents in networks (Graham and Marvin, 
1996). 

The four approaches on the relationship between ICTs and cities apply for transportation 
systems with some differences (Figure 2). Firstly, ICT infrastructures have little physical impact 
on cities in contrast to transportation technologies9. ICTs are almost invisible (Batty, 1990) and 
very seldom disrupt urban politics. In contrast, transportation systems need massive physical 
infrastructures to make them work. Once in place in the urban environments, the transportation 
infrastructures are the most rigid element of urban form. Small adjustments in the street layouts 
can cause major demolitions of cities. Morphologically streets predetermine pattern of lots, 
buildings and land as overlaying elements of urban form (Birkhamshaw and Whitehand, 2012). 

                                                        
9 Because hard infrastructure, land and development have dominated local politics and planning, ICTs 
tend to be concealed (Graham and Marvin, 1996, p.51). Privately owned companies introduce and renew 
ICTs with incredible speeds (Graham, 1999), because these projects require no urban schemes or broad 
societal consent. This allows for quick and continuous replacement of older technologies. The mobile 
phones and cellular networks have rendered landline telephones obsolete in the 2000s without minimal 
alteration of cities. The upgrade of the base stations from 2G, 3G to 4G have happened in two decade.   
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Secondly, the ongoing paradigm of participatory or communicative urbanism10 revolves around 
information, communicative rationality and action (Healey, 1992; Innes, 1995; 1998), consensus 
building and collaboration among actors and stakeholders (Innes and Booher, 1999, Innes, 
2004). It is on a verge of a paradigm shift between technological (as social construction) and 
communicative. The technological futurism of ICT-inspired disasters is not common for 
transportation systems. Transportation systems pose no apocalyptic treats (even though there 
are artificial intelligence parallels between cybernetic terminators and automated vehicles). The 
dystopian analyses, for example of the post car society, include optimistic future scenarios 
(Dennis and Urry, 2009). Thirdly, the relationship between transportation systems is circular. 
Transportation systems and urban environments create dynamic cycle of the interrelationship 
between cities and transportation, activity and accessibility. There is a dynamic feedback loop 
(Wegener, 1994; 2014; Wegener and Furst; 1999) of vicious or virtuous circles. Cities as 
environments influence changes of transportation systems and cities grow along transportation 
systems. However, this interrelationship is not deterministic11. Cities do not always grow along 
transportation systems. Technological and environmental probabilism better describes the 
urban impacts of transportation and the effect of urban form on travel than technological or 
environmental determinism12. Fourthly, ICTs have emerged as an alternative to physical travel. 
They arguably enable a new mobility culture of virtual travel and online worlds, of connecting 
and imagining that competes with other transportation modes (Urry, 2007). However 
telecommuting and virtual tourism have produced little impact on physical mobility. Instead, 
today’s sociability is reconstructed in a process that combines online with offline interaction, in 
cyberspace and local physical space (Castells, 2013, p. xxviii). ICTs boosts the need of 
multimodality. The new trend is being urbanized, motorized and online13. The expansion of ICTs 
and virtual worlds creates new market for hands free mobilities like public transportation or 

                                                        
10 Yvonne Rydin (2007) discusses three postmodernist collaborative/participatory planning streams. For 
theorists and practitioners of consensus building (Judith Innes, Lawrence Susskind, etc.) consensus has 
to be won through negotiation and mediation between interests (types of information). For collaborative 
theorists (Patsy Healey) consensus is potentially inherent in the act of communication between 
stakeholders. Radical urbanists and architects (Leonie Sandercock, Alejandro Aravena, etc.) argue that 
the aim is not consensus at any price, but empowerment of the most disadvantaged in society. 
11 Scientists of cities acknowledge that cities are complex open systems, ecosystems or environments 
(Batty, 2005; Innes and Booher, 2009; Marshall, 2012). The urban models come with usually low 
probabilities and since the 1990s they tend to inform about possible urban trends (Van Wee, 2016, Batty, 
2017). 
12 Environmental determinism has been the traditional view in architecture, environmental design 
research and environmental psychology (Gifford, 2014). It implies that the physical environment 
determines human behavior. The belief is that changes in the form of cities and buildings lead to major 
change in behavior, increased happiness, increased social interaction and so on. Probabilism is the 
current view that claims that in given physical settings some choices are more probable. The physical 
environment provides, but does not determine choices. Researchers usually present empirical results with 
probabilities that are never at 100%. Possibilism is another alternative view that the physical environment 
provides possibilities and constraints within which people make choices based on other, mainly cultural 
criteria (Rappoport, 1977) 
13 ICTs (more online worlds, more local physical experience) have produced a new demand for 
multimodality especially in the industrialized European countries (Canzler & Knie 2016). Driving conflicts 
with being online or engaging in local communities. The younger generation master digital technologies 
and social networking at very early age. By the time they start their driving lessons, they feel that driving, 
especially long commutes, as disconnecting from physical localities and digital social realities and online 
worlds. In Sweden, the proliferation of driving licenses and culture has decreased in the last decade (Sivak 
& Schoettle, 2011). 
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automated vehicles. In the end, ICTs support and augment transportation technologies. ICTs 
also reshuffle the ways to conceptualize transportation modes14.   

 

Figure 2: Approaches to analyze the effect of (transportation) technology on cities (adapted 
and modified from Graham and Marvin, 1996, p.79) 

Benchmarking Multimodality 

The deterministic (probabilistic), futuristic and critical approaches overlap over the different 
perspectives (Figure 3). When dealing with ICTs and cities Graham and Marvin (1996, p.) reject 
the first two approaches, technological determinism and utopianism/futurism, because they 
tend to ignore the crucial social and political processes through which technologies are actually 
developed and applied within cities and society. In a context of urban transportation, it is 
important to understand physical prerequisites as well as social and political processes that 
make different transportation systems work.  If the physical prerequisites for transportation 
systems are not fulfilled, it is impossible to travel by those transportation modes. If they are, 
there is a probability that they escape social, economic and political processes. Society develops 
and adapts to transportation technology, whereas the economy controls the spread of 
technology and infrastructures. It is also important to understand multimodality as interaction 
between the transportation system and political economy (production and distribution of the 
mobility system) or society (acceptance, knowledge and use of transportation technologies). The 

                                                        
14 Being in an automated or shared car is strikingly different from the automobile culture of the 20th 
century (Flink, 1975; Davis and Urry, 2009; Lundin, 2008). ICTs depict a vision of self-driving, publicly 
accessible vehicles, pods where it is possible to be online and on the move. In this future, both private 
automobiles and public buses become taxi pods in various sizes and configurations. Automation and 
Uberization gradate the stark contrast between private versus public transportation. These trends are 
remaking established mobility cultures (walking, cycling, private car and public transportation).  
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dystopian/critical and constructivist approaches are important to understand and make the 
urbanism work. 

 

Figure 3: Generalizing on perspective and approaches on multimodality: deterministic; 
probabilistic (forecasting); futuristic (comparisons with ideal futures); and critical views 
inspired by Rapoport (1977) and Graham and Marvin (1996). 

In a context of urbanism for multimodality, technological and futuristic determinism (referred 
to as science of cities, Batty, 2005; or scientific urbanism, Lefebvre, 1996 [1968]) as approaches 
are suitable to analyze physical integration with cities, but with probabilistic reformulation.  The 
scientific urbanism works with approximations, as technological science (Hanson, 2007; 2015). 
The theoretical framework for benchmarking multimodality and urbanism for multimodality 
implies a combination of deterministic (probabilistic), futuristic and critical approaches to 
develop indicators. Deterministic (probabilistic) and futuristic approaches describe physical 
prerequisites for multimodality (from a perspective of place characteristics and network access). 
This deterministic (probabilistic) perspective on urban form and physical integration of 
different (ideal urban patterns for) transportation modes requires a pragmatist communicative 
urbanism (based on networking, social learning and consensus building), critical analysis 
(dialog and collaboration among actors and stakeholders affected) and constructivist 
understanding of how networks of agents work in cities.   

Urbanism for Multimodality 

The theoretical framework of the urbanism for multimodality juxtaposes three themes: 
urbanism as form and process; pragmatism, social learning and indicators; form-based 
urbanism and typo-morphology; and urban analytics, the effect of urban form on travel and 
travel forecasting. The theoretical framework behind the indicators includes two 
deterministic/probabilistic approaches: form-based urbanism or coding as normative method 
and research on the effect of urban form on travel as analytical base. A major body of knowledge 
about urban morphology (the typo-morphological tradition) and about the effect of urban form 
on travel justifies this deterministic/probabilistic approach. The indicators reflect the planning 
theory and practice of pragmatism and social learning, complexity theory and science of cities 
(Friendman, 1987; Innes, 1990; Innes and Booher, 1999; Innes and Booher, 2000; Marshall, 
2012). The following subsections present the arguments behind the urbanism for multimodality  
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Urbanism as Form and Process 

The cities have a cosmic, mechanic (technological) and organic dimension (Lynch, 1981). Cities 
are ideas carved in stone. They are transgenerational containers of dreams and desires, hopes 
and fears. They are an assemblage of communities: communities of interest as well as 
communities of place: invisible communities of the dead as well as of the unborn. Cities are 
stories. Cities are full of stories (modified from Sandercock, 2002). Cities are also like organism. 
They are born end evolve continuously. However, unlike organism, they tend to never die 
(Lynch, 1981). Urban theory is a voluminous body of knowledge of competitive interpretations 
and formulations (Harvey 2009). The ideologies create urbanisms in a struggle15 (Lefebvre, 1996 
[1968], Castells, 1977).  

In urbanism, two major traditions of planning and design collide (Figure 4). The first one 
emphasizes procedures, involvement of different actors and stakeholders and good planning 
processes, whereas the other one design ideas and good urban forms (adapted from Yiftachel, 
1989). Urban designers and architects generate and communicate design ideas as models or 
rules of urban design (ideal urban forms or urban codes). The rules are procedures for 
conceiving and generating space and models are prototypes, a model space or a model of space 
(Choay, 1997). The good urban form is as consequence of a design process that mixes creation, 
reading and understanding in an ontological whole16. The design tradition (idea-plan-model) is 
rooted in metaphysics (Marshall, 2012; refers to urban design as pseudo-science) since it links 
ideas with conceptual and physical forms (Cataldi, 2017). The second tradition of planning is 
very diverse. There are different typologies of planning approaches (Friedmann, 1987; Yiftachel, 
1989; Allmendinger, 2008). In a context of urban planning, two major approaches dominate 
that compete and hybridize in practice. The rational planning model (referred to as systems 
approach in Hall, 2002; or evidence-based planning in Faludi, and Waterhout, 2006) tends to 
follow a sequence of procedural activities (problem formulation, analysis, urban plans or 
designs, implementation, evaluation, problem identification)17, whereas communicative 
planning (referred to as participatory in Hall, 2002) puts emphasis on complexity, coordination 
with actors and stakeholders and consensus building.  

                                                        
15 The paradigms in urbanism coexist as mix of tendencies: scientific urbanism focuses on systems and 
neglects the human scale; architects, artists and philosophers want to build cities to the human scale or to 
its measure, even though the human scale has grown beyond their grasp; and developers do it openly for 
the profits (Lefebvre, 1996 [1968], pp.83-85). Urbanism becomes periodically energized by technological 
revolutions or mainstreaming urbanist movements and then gets refuted by an enduring humanistic 
critique to the basic notions of master expertise and scientific analysis and control. Peter Hall (2002) 
describes paradigm shifts in urbanism in the mid-20th century from blueprint via urban systems analysis 
(scientific urbanism) to participatory planning (urban politics, managing interaction between actors and 
coordination of various interests and types of information). Since the 1990s, with widespread digitization 
of society, scientific urbanism is reemerging as complexity theory (Batty, 2005). The new scientific 
urbanism or science of cities aims to provide information (Hall, 2002; Van Wee, 2016; Batty, 2017). It 
uses complexity theory to provide expert information within the communicative paradigm (Innes & 
Booher, 2010). 
16 For Aldo Rossi architecture is an autonomous discipline, eternal, outside of time, creating form 
typologies that have an independent existence, like Platonic ideas. The city is a permanent structure, 
which, through its monuments, remembers its past and realizes itself as it develops. Architecture is 
divorced of function; it is collective memory, a pure, sophisticated formal game. Physical structure is 
abstracted from social structure, and becomes a thing of fascinating, independent possibilities. (Lynch, 
1981, p.66) 
17 Patrick Geddes in the beginning of the 20th century advocated for a survey before plan. 
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Figure 4: Two traditions in urbanism (seeking good urban form or good urban process) 
(adapted from Yiftachel, 1989) 

Even though the traditions of planning (and within planning) and design are competing, they do 
not exclude each other. The mix of futuristic (ideal urban forms) and scientific (to test the ideal 
urban forms as research hypotheses) delivers valuable information if considered in a pragmatic 
context of communicative urbanism (to deliberate information in a complex society)18. Since 
multimodality is in flux, this is a continuous process of providing information and critically 
discuss futures and indicators, pursuing and abandoning ideal futures, constructing and 
deconstructing indicators, measuring and monitoring.  

Pragmatism, Social Learning and Indicators 

Pragmatism revolves around the notion of getting things done (Allmendinger, 2009). Cities are 
an immense laboratory of trial and error, failure and success (Jacobs, 1961). A pragmatist 
embraces context and seeks continuity among diverse viewpoints (Hoch, 2002) and types of 
information (Innes, 1995). Pragmatism assumes actuation of knowledge that derives from 
experiments. John Dewey method of knowing is learning by doing. Inquiry results in knowledge 
(not static truths, but evolutionary understanding of the dynamics how things and processes 
work). Inquiry augments continuously knowledge through problem solving. All valid knowledge 

                                                        
18 The planning critics are sceptic about rational models or promoting design ideals (Davoudi, 2006; 
explicitly noted by Hoch, 2009, p.225). However, any kind of information including scientific analyses of 
cities and travel, with understanding of probabilities (the risks are always high) or forwarding utopian 
ideas about multimodality (with unveiling ideologies behind) has pragmatic value. 
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comes from experience. Through experience, we do not only understand the world, but we also 
transform it (Friedmann, 1987). Urban development is a form of experiment to test the 
hypotheses of urbanism. The testing leads to its modification and renewed testing. (Schön, 
1971). The urban plans, procedures, models or codes are hypotheses to be worked out in 
practice, and to be rejected, corrected and expanded as they fail or succeed. Since it is not easy 
to determine what is success and failure, valid knowledge rests on consensus theory of truth 
(Friedmann, 1987). Urbanism for multimodality implies continuous practice-based inquiry 
(Innes, 2017). 

Cities are complex adaptive learning systems and the processes of managing complex urban 
systems and transformation of cities requires flow of feedback information (Innes and Booher, 
2000). A pragmatist indicators are different than rationalist. The pragmatic approach uses 
conceptual inquiry together with craft, feelings, intuition, experience, custom etc. It anticipates 
relevance, similarity, consensus and stewardship whereas rationalists seek precision, 
correspondence, principles and expertise (Hoch, 2002). The following sections describes 
(pragmatist) indicators and measures of performance and processes of design and 
implementation of the indicators.  

Indicators and Measures of Performance 
Pragmatists conceive cities as complex adaptive learning systems. They consist of many 
individuals with different personalities, interests, tastes, etc. that organize themselves in 
networks. These networks are agents of change in cities. They are continuously acting, learning 
and improving. Indicators can play a critical role in creating a system of distributed intelligence 
for managing complex urban systems (Innes and Booher, 2000). Society learns and cities 
transform by receiving information feedback that is distributed through networks of agents. 
Indicators provide the information. The choice and design of indicators matters in the 
understanding and control of urban problems and solutions (Innes, 1990).  

Judith Innes and David Booher (2000) differentiate four types of indicators: all-purpose 
indicator reports including often dozens, or even hundreds, of indicators, listed by category; one 
systems indicator which sums up the quality of life in a place or the value of its output by 
combining important features of a place in a single composite, aggregated measure. The use of 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is one such example; specific indicators on the status of 
particular problems (rather than try to be all encompassing) designed to be aware of how 
measures are changing, like the unemployment rate, crime rates, or poverty levels or housing 
affordability; and measures of performance and customer satisfaction with government. It 
emphasizes dialogue in the design and use of measures and in the interpretation of these in a 
complex, changing context. While the first three types focus on scale the measured problem or 
solution, fourth one tangles the process. It describes a deliberative process of design, of social 
learning that happens among different stakeholders (Table 1). 

Scale Systems indicators Process (present-future state) indicators 
Systems with 
subsystems and 
parameters 

Indicator reports Measures of performance on system, subsystem 
or parameter scale 

System  Systems indicator  
Subsystem or 
parameter 

Specific indicator  

Table 1: Types of indicators (inspired by Innes and Booher, 2000) 
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How to Design Indicators? 
Judith Innes (1990) describes several ways to design indicators focusing on the problem, 
method, theory and solution (Figure 4). The first approach determines problem areas or aspects 
of society are important and then how best to measure these by creating a compendium of 
measures. The problem-oriented approach neglects the theoretical background. It might have 
no criteria to start with or choose, nor how to define problems. To select indicators, the second 
approach focuses on methods for measuring the hard-to-quantify factors (like place quality or 
characteristics) such as cluster and factor analysis. The third group of indicators emphasize 
theory. The first begins with the design of theoretical frameworks. The argument is that 
indicators must have a structure in which they fit and through which they are interpreted. There 
is a theory actuation and testing (interpretation). Replication studies is another way to test and 
interpret theory. The argument is the need to build or demonstrate a theory over longitudinal 
data and over different points in time. The purpose is to learn more about how to collect and 
interpret indicators over time and about the things that are measured. Another aspect of 
indicators is forecasting or prediction, or futurology and on measuring performance in terms of 
today and possible future. Futurology is the study of alternative futures, often in the long range. 

 

Figure 5: Methodologies to create indicators and performance measures.  

Indicators and Types of Measurements 
Benchmarking and measuring performance assumes collection of data, analysis and 
interpretation of results. There are different types of indicators in a context of data and 
measurements. To physically measure (for example annual energy use in a building in kWh or 
fuel consumption of a vehicle in liters) is one way to create indicator or factor. Rating is a 
measurement in a scale (0-100, worst to best performance, etc.). Labeling consists of assigning a 
performance class or label to a product or building (bad, good, very good, excellent; bronze, 
silver, gold, platinum, etc.). Benchmarking assumes comparing existing performance or practice 
with a reference performance (benchmarks). An example is typical energy use for a building 
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versus measured energy use. Benchmarking usually includes a potential to improve the future 
performance.  

 

Figure 6: Ways to benchmark and measure performance (inspired by Perez-Lombard et al. 
2009, pp.274-6).  

In a context of multimodality indicators, there is no tradition to measure multimodal 
transportation performance. There are specific indicators and ecolabels that focus on energy in 
buildings (EPCs), smog checks (fail or pass) or stickers for fuel efficiency of vehicles. EPC is 
based on annual energy use in kWh per m2 of floor space. There are no established 
measurements for fuel use. The cars are designed in a way that it only shows only how much fuel 
is left in the tank, and travelled distance and not the overall consumption of fuel. The 
assessment of yearly consumption needs careful bookkeeping, since the bills are scattered and if 
one bill is lost, the accounting for the year fails. The fuel use of car seldom relates to specific 
buildings. 

EPC is an example of an energy efficiency indicator for buildings. European Union (EU) 
produced a regulation about energy labels for electronic appliances in the early 1990s (EU 
Directive 92/75/EC) and for buildings ten years later (EU Directive 2002/91/EC). EPC is 
mandatory for almost all buildings larger than a single family residence in Sweden, as in other 
countries of the EU. It is based on the EU energy labels. The Swedish EPC (energideklaration) 
(http://www.boverket.se/sv/byggande/energideklaration/) shows energy use in kWh/m2/year. 
The classes include grades from A to G (best to worst energy performance). Energy experts do 
the certification. The energy use of a buildings is compared with a typical building of that 
historical periods. Buildings are grouped. The grades for energy performance (Figure 15) are 
based on the energy demands for a typical period of a building (A = below 50%; B = 50-75%; C = 
75-100%; D = 100-135%; E = 135-180%; F = 180-235%; and G = above 235% of the energy use of 
the typical building from that period). The UK’s EPC gives an energy efficiency rating also from 
A (most efficient) to G (least efficient), but it shows the current and potential energy efficiency 
rating and environmental impact rating (as CO2 emissions). The UK’s EPC also makes 
recommendation for interventions to improve the energy performance. 
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Figure 7: Swedish EPCs (before and after 2014) 19 

The fuel economy label shows (https://www.fueleconomy.gov/) the fuel consumption (in 
gallons) for number of miles traveled as miles per gallon equivalent (MPGe). It also shows 
annual fuel costs for gasoline, electric hybrid or electric vehicles (Figure 7). Automobile 
manufacturers usually supply these estimates for gas emissions. 

 

Figure 8: Fuel economy tags (https://www.fueleconomy.gov/) 

The indicators for multimodality borrow methodologies and theories aimed to create economic 
and social indicators (Innes, 1990; Innes and Booher, 2000) or environmental indicators (in 
terms of architecture see Wells, 1981; also environmental certification systems such as 
BREAAM, LEED, CASHBEE, etc.; EPCs etc.).  

Indicators, Dialog and Pragmatist Sensibility 
Indicators imply a metaphor of the city as a machine. They measure different parts of the 
machine. Their purpose is to help us find out what part of the machine is not working (Innes 
and Booher, 2000). Indicators provide technical information about complex urban 

                                                        
19 Downloaded from: http://www.boverket.se/sv/byggande/energideklaration/energideklarationens-
innehall-och-sammanfattning/ 
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environments experiencing random events, unanticipated technological changes, etc. (Bak, 
1996: Innes and Booher, 1999; 2000; Batty, 2005; 2017). The urban problems are wicked. 
Problem understanding and problem resolution are associated (Rittel and Webber, 1973; Innes 
and Booher, 2009). They include ideologies (Lefebvre, 1996 [1968], Castells, 1977). Their 
application needs a pragmatic sensibility (Hoch, 2002) and understanding of the difference of 
the conceptual mechanism (set of indicators) and the complex urban environment (containers of 
dreams and desires, hopes and fears, assemblage of communities etc. in Sandercock, 2002). The 
relevance of these measurements depends on dialog and information feedback from different 
actors and stakeholders, collaboration and consensus making. These are principles of 
communicative urbanism (Healey, 1992; Innes, 1995; 1998). To enable dialog and social 
learning across networks of actors it needs simplicity. The indicators must have accurate, 
commonly understood information relevant to the different concerns of the stakeholders. This 
allows for participation of all those who have a potentially useful perspective on the problem or a 
necessary role in the decision (Innes, 1990).  

Form-Based Urbanism 

Zoning regulates urban development by setting rules for urban design (usually setting land uses, 
Floor Space Indexes (FSI), Open Space Indexes (OSI), building heights, parking requirements, 
etc.). Form-Based Codes (FBCs) are a type of zoning (Talen, 2013). There is a long history of 
coding and making FCBs (Talen, 2009; Marshall, 2011). They are a method of regulating 
development to achieve specific urban form. They focus primarily on physical form (building 
and street types) and to lesser extend to land use (Parolek et al. 2008).  

Figure 9 shows difference between zoning, design guidelines and FCBs by the Form-Based Code 
Institute (FBCI, https://formbasedcodes.org/). FBCI makes a typology based on gradual 
decrease of detail from land use to building type regulation. Conventional Zoning includes land 
use, FSI, OSI, building setbacks, parking requirements, maximum building heights. Zoning 
Design Guidelines include conventional zoning requirements, plus frequency of openings and 
building façade regulations. FCBs include street and building types (or mix of types), build-to 
lines, number of floors and percentage of built site frontage specified. In practice Zoning Design 
Guidelines can also represent FBC. 

 

Figure 9: Difference between zoning and FCBs (by FCBI, https://formbasedcodes.org/).  

The urban codes are systems of elements and rules. Codes do not stipulate an entire designed 
project, with each building designed in detail. Rather, the code specifies generic elements and 
their relationships. The realization of the urban code includes many participants over a long 
duration of time. This brings in dimensions of scale, timescale and achieving coherence while 
involving multiple actors over longer periods. Coding is sometimes more constraining, tends to 
be conservative and inclusive with what already exists, more introverted, more concerned with 
the details, more specifically concerned with formats and dimensions. While urban plans, 
designs or models materializes utopian dreams of new grand axes and vistas, future societies, 
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environmental balance, etc. the code tells you that you must construct your house of brick or 
stone. However, a code can be used creatively to generate urban form indefinitely, for example 
by using generic building types and components and assembling these in a unique way for 
application to any number of particular locations (Marshall, 2011). 

Form-based urbanism defines an approach of synthesis and analysis of urban elements coded in 
FBCs. Each urban elements as indicators includes attributes that relate not only to physical 
measurements that define the type, but also outputs as performances (effect on travel by 
different transportation modes in a case of multimodality). For example, the type of sidewalk as 
urban element influences walking. The type of sidewalk has a pedestrian capacity and 
performance effect. As background for form-based urbanism and multimodality indicators, the 
following subsections review concepts from the typo-morphological tradition in urban 
morphology; propose ideal patterns (FBCs) for different transportation modes and make a link 
between typo-morphology, FBCs and urban analytics (scientific urbanism or science of cities). 

Typo-Morphological Approach 
Urban morphology studies the physical form of cities and their evolution from formation to 
subsequent transformations (Moudon, 1997, p.3). Within urban morphology, there are different 
approaches and schools (Moudon, 1992; 1994; 1997; Kropf, 2009; Oliveira, 2016). Typo-
morphologists or typologists20 identify and dissect various urban elements (Moudon, 1997), or 
recognize and abstract urban patterns into typologies (Marshall and Çalişkan, 2011). Within 
typo-morphology, there are schools with different perspectives on cities and elements. M.P.G. 
Conzen (1907-2000) and Severio Muratori (1910-1973) established morphological schools with 
a geographic and architectural scope in the UK and Italy.  

The Conzenian School (Conzen and Conzen, 2004) analyzes cities through two intertwined 
ontological categories: space and time (Figure 10). Space includes physical form and location, 
whereas time functional and social change. Urban space has a hierarchical physical structure: 
street layout; lots and their aggregation in blocks and buildings (Conzen, 1960); and land 
utilization (Birkhamshaw and Whitehand, 2012). The urban landscapes/townscapes/cityscapes 
are historical layers of urban elements (types of streets, lots and buildings). Cities experience 
cycles of intensive development, building booms followed by slumps. Technological revolutions, 
new planning paradigm, social and economic transformations, etc. trigger building booms in 
unpredictable fashion (Whitehand, 1987). Burgage cycles effect locations periodically. Every 
generation tenants reshapes buildings within the constraints of their lots and streets (Conzen, 
1960). 

                                                        
20 Gianfranco Caniggia (1933-1987), a student of Severio Muratori (1910-1973), and one of the pioneers of 
typo-morphology calls himself typologo, because he believes that the establishment of procedural 
typologies (tipologia processuale) is the basis for understanding the making and hence the design of the 
city and its architecture. Caniggia states that the physical city is not an object but a process: cities grow 
incrementally with many small elements being juxtaposed. An understanding of the formation and 
transformation of cities needs analysis of the mutation of the type through both time and space. For him 
as architect, the analysis of urban form proceeds from the small to the large elements of the urban 
environment (Moudon, 1994, p.292). 
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Figure 10: Conzenian morphological ontology and urban elements (Conzen and Conzen, 2004) 

Muratorian School (Cataldi et al. 2002; Cataldi, 2003) looks at the relationship between ideas 
(of forms) and physical form predominantly in a context of architectural design. Gianfranco 
Cataldi (2017) refers to Aristotle’s “Metaphysics” to describe this relationship: “If we analyze the 
building process of a house, we can see that the builder has the form of the house in mind: he 
knows what houses are all about. To certain extend, houses originate from houses: from 
something intangible (their concept) that generate something that includes matter.” (Figure 11) 

 

Figure 11: Muratorian morphological ontology (Cataldi, 2017) 

Muratorian School introduces concepts as route network and street space (Caniggia and Maffei, 
2001 [1979]). The street space is an urban block that includes the space between the building 
façades (the façade boundary of the street is named pertinent strip). The city blocks have a front, 
back and side façades (pertinent strips) that depend on the hierarchy of the streets/route 
network (Kropf, 2011). The characters of the urban route and surrounding building façades (as 
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boundaries) shape the morphological character of the street space. The building façade becomes 
additional urban element in the street space (in between buildings) scale21.  

The underlying conception in typo-morphology is type (of an urban element). Type 
predominates in the Muratorian School as a philosophical concept. Aldo Rossi refers to types as 
archetypes (the form in the mind). Types are generalizations about (urban) objects/elements. 
However, English speakers (Marshall, 2005) prefer patterns. The differences are subtle. 
Patterns tend to be more pragmatic and less metaphysical. Urban morphologists analyze 
generalize and abstract patterns are in a same manner as types, but they are practically 
applicable to solve problems22.  

The pattern language is an example of form-based urbanism and typo-morphological approach. 
Christopher Alexander (1979, p.519) argues that each building, neighborhood and town has a 
particular morphological character marked by patterns underlying it: patterns of events 
determined by culture and physical spaces where human activities happen. The patterns of 
events always interlock with certain geometric patterns in the space. The physical pattern in the 
space is the precondition, the requirement, which allows the pattern of events to happen. The 
culture and subcultures in each city organize urban patterns (as genotypes) in a pattern 
language (Alexander et al., 1977). Urban patterns consists of a set of elements or symbols and a 
set of rules for combining these symbols. In the pattern language, the elements are patterns and 
patterns are elements. In addition, there are rules, embedded in the patterns that describe the 
way that patterns are created and how they are arranged with respect to other patterns.  A set of 
underlying elements and relationships between elements characterizes an urban pattern: X=r 
(A, B, C….) where X is type and r shows relationships between elements A, B, C… Each pattern is 
connected to certain larger patterns (for example main street is part of downtown where 
downtown=r (main street, financial district…) which come above it in the language; and to 
certain smaller patterns which come below it in the language main street=r (commercial 
frontages, shopping, strolling, corner café, bus stop, pedestrians…). Even though there are 
theoretically millions of combinations between elements, the number of generic patterns is 
rather small. The rules only allow combining certain elements in a pattern. Few hundred 
patterns define cities like London or Paris (Alexander 1979). 

Morphogenesis is the typo-morphological approach to urbanism and study of genotypes. It is a 
term used by Christopher Alexander (2002) to describe a theory of creation and change of cities. 
Culture creates genotypes and architects and urban designers read them, interpret them, create 
concepts (pattern language in Alexander et al, 1977; or typologies in Muratorian and Conzenian 
schools) and design accordingly. It is a concept of thinking evolutionary (Geddes, 1915; 
Marshall, 2009; Batty and Marshall, 2009; 2017) in terms of the design process from analysis to 
synthesis and historically, as evolution of urban form (history to future). Walters (2007) links 
the Conzenian School and pattern language with FCBs. 

FCBs abstract neighborhood types, building types and street patterns in building codes or 
ordinances. The question of type forms a substantial issue for designing, whether used in 
conventional conservative ways or in progressive ways that challenge conventions and 
typologies (Schön 1988, Robinson, 1994). Types refer to abstract ideas, images of places, ideas 

                                                        
21 The edge in Kevin Lynch’s (1960) urban elements also tangles the elements related to boundaries and 
barriers and it is relevant as morphological element. 
22 This distinction between type and patterns comes after discussions with Hajo Neis during several 
International Seminar for Urban Form (ISUF) conferences. 
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about places, and to the particular concrete spaces. A type is a representative exemplar of a 
place, the essence or the original place that makes it possible for us to understand its image and 
class (Franck and Schneekloth, 1994). Type packs much information into one icon: a set of 
architectural or environmental attributes; a set of rules for construction and for organization of 
space; a set of behaviors and defined roles that take place within it; and a set of qualities it 
should exhibit (Schön 1988, Robinson, 1994).  The spatial practices of any society both structure 
and are structured by the activity of creating and classifying types (Franck and Schneekloth). 
Types structure knowledge. Without types of some kind we could not know or act; we would 
have no way of recognizing similarities or patterns of differences, or of creating such patterns. 
We would have no way of structuring space or practices in space. Spatial structures and our 
ideas about them constitute a form of knowledge, a way of knowing the world. Types are not 
static. They change over time and vary considerably between cultures and between different 
groups within the same cultures. Even though the typologies vary across cultures, the activity of 
creating types lives within all societies. (Schneekloth and Franck; 1994)  

Types emerge in one of two ways: relatively unconsciously, as a human response to the need to 
order objects for functioning in daily life and more or less consciously, in response to the need to 
professionally describe and analyze an object for a specific reason (Robinson, 1994). For 
example, a public transportation user might not make a difference between buses, but a transit 
professional will differentiate buses by type of service: local, rapid or express. Similarly, 
architects make detailed typologies of detached houses or apartment buildings (Björk et al., 
2003; 2009). Type is what people ordinarily use and represents a way of understanding 
architecture or cities as sets of generalized, identifiable objects. The second kind of type 
represents the professional attempt to make distinctions and clarify relationships. In the first 
approach, type represents a point of convergence of objects (house, apartment). In the second, 
type delineates and differentiates between objects, defining boundary conditions (single-family, 
multifamily housing). These two ways of creation types relate to two different ways of 
understanding: nonprofessional, associational understanding from accumulated direct 
experience, and professional, critical, analytical or organized understanding. These two 
perspectives generate different, but complementary and often overlapping sets of categories. 
(Robinson, 1994) 

The types/patterns exist on different scales. Walls, windows and doors make rooms. Rooms 
make buildings. The buildings are arranged on lots. Lots must access streets that create city 
blocks and street spaces. The street spaces and city blocks form neighborhoods. Environmental 
psychology examines transactions between individuals, buildings and natural environments. 
Humans are nested within layers of place, from a room, to a building, to a street, to a 
community, to a region, to a nation and to the world (Gifford, 2014, p.543). Environmental 
psychology examines personal spaces (Hall, 1967; Sommar, 1969; Gehl, 1987; 2010), home 
ranges, neighborhoods and territories (Rapoport, 1977). The building as location is egocentric. 
The closest neighborhood represents roughly a circle around house, modified by barriers of 
varying intensity that deflect intention and activity (Fischer, 1982). This zone corresponds to a 
zone of clear visual acuity (100 m), social field of vision23 (Gehl, 1987) or zones of closest social 
interactions (Appleyard, 1981; Bosselman et al., 1999). The residents of a building recognize and 

                                                        
23 The line of sight can extend kilometers, but only at a distance between 70 and 100 m, the human figures 
become individuals. Within the social field of vision it is possible to notice the person’s sex, approximate 
age and activity. Football fields and stadiums are designed in this visual range. Otherwise, spectators 
cannot see what is going on (Gehl, 1987, p.67). 
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sketch different neighborhood borders (Lee, 1973; Canter, 1977; Ceccato and Snickars, 2000; 
Talen and Shah, 2007). Environmental psychologists differentiate neighborhoods (Figure 12) as 
districts defined by more intensive acquaintances and social interaction, districts determined by 
social homogeneity or morphological similarity and functional units, wider areas with services 
needed for everyday life (Lee, 1973). Home range is another term that corresponds to 
neighborhoods (Rapoport, 1977). There are also metropolitan territories shaped by access to 
motorized transportation (by automobile or regional transit). They act as neighborhood 
functional units (a topological network of destination), just linked by regional communications. 

 

Figure 12. Three scales on which the urban form influence travel (visual perception, local 
accessibility and regional connectivity)  

A building is an element in street space, a local and regional destination. As element of the 
urban form, it forms relationships with other elements (accesses on streets, it is delimited by lot 
size, allowed setbacks and heights, being part of a neighborhood). This morphological 
interaction and presence of different elements effects multimodal travel on three scales (Figure 
11 illustrates the urban elements, whereas Figure 12 shows elements by scales and importance to 
different transportation modes). These scales derive from environmental psychology and 
research on neighborhoods (Figure 10; Hall, 1967; Lee, 1973; Canter, 1977; Rappoport, 1977; 
Ceccato and Snickars, 2000; Talen and Shah, 2007) and conventions in transportation 
engineering.  
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Figure 13. Urban elements in visual perception, local accessibility and regional connectivity  
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The scales apply for all the transportation modes (Figure 14). Visual perception is at a street 
space scale. The street can offer possibilities to walk if there are sidewalks, to bike if there are 
bikeways and places to store bicycles, to take the public transportation if there is a bus or tram 
stop or entrance to a subway or elevated, and to drive if there are car lanes and parking. Bike 
racks on streets are visual cues, behavioral settings or affordances (Barker, 1968; Gibson, 1986) 
that communicate that cycling matters in the neighborhood. A parking lot that obscures a bus 
stop means visually that private car is prioritized. The local accessibility/place characteristics 
and regional connectivity work in a same way as place-nodes (Bertolini, 1996; 1999; Chorus and 
Bertolini, 2011). These factors tangle network access to local or regional destinations needed for 
urban life (work, shops, retail, cultural events, recreation etc.)  

 

Figure 14: Scales on which urban form influences travel (visual perception, local accessibility 
and regional connectivity) and factors that affect different transportation modes 
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Ideal Urban Forms for Different Transportation Modes and Urban Morphology 
of Public Transportation 
Every transport system has three physical elements: vehicles, rights-of-way and terminal 
capacity. Walking requires shoes and sidewalks, but no terminal capacity at all. Biking needs 
cycleways and bike racks or storages. Public transportation has busways or rail infrastructures, 
buses, trams, trains, stops, stations and depots. Automobile transportation has cars, roads and 
parking spaces and it requires enormous terminal capacity. It needs several parking spaces per 
car, one at every destination (Shoup, 2011). 

The ideal transportation network is a closed system of urban elements (physical infrastructures) 
that offer perfect opportunities for specific modes to reach any destination in the city as 
environment. The urban elements are links (path/route sections) and nodes (intersections of 
paths/route where it is possible to turn and change link). The urban environment is an 
overlaying layer that creates and dictates demand for travel. The travel demand fluctuates 
periodically as activities change (rush hours versus off peak, weekday and weekend and by 
seasons). It increases dramatically during public events and assemblies when many want to 
reach one destination in a same time. The capacity of the transportation network must fit the 
volume of passengers that want to travel from different origins to different destinations. If the 
volume exceeds capacity on the, there is congestion and traffic jams. Transportation engineers 
focus on facilitating undisturbed circulation in transportation networks. The strategies are to 
create hierarchies of roads with different capacities and to optimize travel demand24. 
Optimization in urbanism includes regulating terminal capacity (parking spaces) and setting 
limits to urban development by zoning (controlling building setbacks, building height, Floor 
Space Indexes (FSI), residential or commercial activity, etc.). 

The physical and connectivity characteristics of the different transportation modes determine 
their ideal urban forms. Different elements influence different transportation modes (Figure 12). 
The connectivity depends on transportation mode. Walking is the only transportation mode 
with a spatial access. The terrain might pose difficulties, but it is seldom impermeable obstacle. 
It is possible to walk without physical infrastructures, to climb steep slopes or stairs. Biking and 
private cars are network systems. They cannot functions without appropriate physical 
infrastructures (roads, expressways, bikeways, bus lanes, busways, railroads, tramways, etc.). 
Bikes are portable and cyclists can turn pedestrian to climb stairs carrying their bikes, but cars 
are bounded to road infrastructures. The connectivity is at 100% in network systems. Speed and 
stamina matters walking, cycling and driving cars as network systems. In contrast, public 
transportation is a line-based system. Lines create a network. The connectivity is never at 100% 
in this kind of network systems, because there are transfers between lines.  

The ideal city for the automobile has been a point of interest for many architects and visionaries 
starting from Le Corbusier’s images of cities on pylons where transportation is segregate on the 
ground. A set of influential transportation manuals (“Traffic in Towns” in the UK, “Highway 
Manual” in the USA, SCAFT (Stadsbyggnad, Chalmers, Arbetsgruppen för Trafiksäkerhet) in 
Sweden) created design guidelines for hierarchical road networks. These guidelines shape 
transportation networks in cities until today. The physical prerequisite for an automobile-
oriented city is balance between density of the urban environment, parking and road capacity. 

                                                        
24 Optimization means to fit the demand for travel of different destination (as volume) with the capacity of 
the transportation infrastructure. Street with two car lanes has a capacity of 2000 cars per hour. If the 
through traffic and buildings along that street as origins and destinations generate higher volume.  
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That means that the number of generated journeys by car never exceeds parking and road 
capacity. This actuates as low-density development, adding car lanes or building extensive 
parking lots. However, the private car works with almost 100% network access even if there is 
congestion at streets. The only factor that deters driving is shortage or high cost of parking 
(Shoup, 2011). 

There are many proposals and visions for ideal cities for public transportation (Calthorpe, 1993; 
Hall, 2016). Peter Calthorpe (1993, p.41) introduced Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) as 
“moderate and high-density housing, along with complementary public uses, jobs, retail and 
services, concentrated in mixed-use developments at strategic points along the regional transit 
system”. He furthermore defines the community of the TOD as a Transit Oriented 
Neighborhood (TON) within an average 2000-foot (600 m) walking distance of a transit stop. 
The average 2,000-foot radius represents a comfortable walking distance of roughly 10 minutes 
(ibid., 1993, p.56). TOD has inspired many studies and practical implementations, various 
interpretations, advocacy and counterarguments (Bertolini, 1996; 1999; Boarnet and Compin, 
1999; Dittmar and Ohland, 2004; TRB, 2004; Currie, 2006; Renne, 2009; Curtis et al., 2009; 
Cervero and Sulliven, 2011; Bertolini, et al., 2012; Curtis, 2012; Chatman, 2013; Vale, 2015; 
Guthrie and Fan, 2016). There is no universally accepted definition of TOD, but there is 
consensus about what constitutes a TOD: a pattern of dense, diverse, pedestrian-friendly land 
uses near transit nodes that under the right conditions, translates into higher public 
transportation patronage (TRB, 2004, p.7).  

Stojanovski (2012) argues that integration with public transportation must consider different 
scales. Morphologically, there are different public transportation cities (Figure 15), 
differentiated by the level of segregation from the street as underlying urban element (Table 2). 
The ideal integration with public transportation assumes visually proximity of local and regional 
transit stops (100 m radius/visual range). These lines must have around the clock span of 
service with maximum 10-minute headway (frequency of 6 vehicle per hour). All the buildings in 
the city must concentrate in visual range of transit stops. Two functional scales (local and 
regional access to destinations) correspond to Calthorpe’s TOD. The visual proximity scale is 
shaped by urban form elements (a front, back and side building façades and the hierarchy of the 
streets/route network in Caniggia and Maffei, 2001 [1979]; Kropf, 2011) that affect visual 
experience.  

 

Distance 
between 
stations 

Speed Frequency Development Line length 
(km) 

Bus line on street or tramway 
(local transit) 

Short  Low  High  Corridors  5-10 

Bus line on expressway 
(regional transit) 

Long Long High Nodes 30-60 

Bus line or tramway on 
dedicated lane on streets 
(local transit) 

Short 
(Medium) 

Low 
(Medium) 

Medium Corridors 5-10 (10-15) 

Light busway or railway (local 
transit) 

Medium Medium Medium Corridors 5-10 

Heavy busway or railway 
(regional transit) 

Long High Low Nodes 15-100 

Bus line in tunnel or 
underground railway 
(regional transit) 

Medium 
(Long) 

Medium 
(Long) 

Medium 
(High) 

Nodes 15-30 (15-100) 

Table 2: Characteristics of the public transportation infrastructures 
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Figure 15: Morphological differentiation of public transportation infrastructures 

Form-Based Codes (FBCs), Indicators and Urban Analytics 
The form-based urbanism assumes coding that derives from the idea-triggered process, but it 
recognizes good planning process and consensus making in a pragmatic context of social 
learning and sensitivity (Hoch, 2002). Great visions shape cities25, but changes happen 

                                                        
25 “Make big plans; aim high in hope and work, remembering that a noble, logical diagram once recorded 
will never die…” says Daniel Burnham. 
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incrementally through networks of actors. Multimodality needs a radical utopianism 
(Sandercock, 2002) to change existing urban patterns. Leonie Sandercock emphasize the social 
aspect, while here the focus is on the physical settings. Multimodality needs utopian urban 
patterns for a radical transformation of cities and a shift towards more environment friendly 
mobility cultures. The FBCs should provide information relevant about urban elements and 
possible impacts on multimodality to all the actors and stakeholders. Coordination in form-
based urbanism becomes as important as idea-triggered coding, but the utopianism drives the 
coordination and dialog process (Figure 4).  

Urbanists and architects apply FBCs and coding to materialize urban design ideas or urban 
models. The typologies of elements and land uses in the FCB are design elements. The urban 
(morphological) elements and (land use) factors are also indicators with measurable 
parameters. Their effect on travel is also measurable (in terms of modal shares, travelled 
distances, etc.). Understanding the multimodal transportation performance of the different 
types of elements and patterns and the creation of set of indicators requires analytics. Each 
relationship between urban elements and travel is a research question, a hypothesis to be tested. 
How density of land use influences walking and transit? How visual proximity to bike racks and 
bike lanes, bus lanes and bus stops influences biking and transit? How parking standards 
influence car use? etc. 

Urban analytics is another major tradition in urban morphology that focuses on cities as 
complex systems and organized complexity (Weaver, 1948; Jacobs, 1961; Batty, 2005). One of 
the philosophical fragments of Philolaus of Croton, a follower of Pythagoras, says: “All things 
that are known have number. For it is not possible that anything whatsoever be understood or 
known without this.” (Huffman, 2016). There is an ancient (analytical) philosophical tradition 
and effort to understand the world in mathematical terms26. In a Pythagorean tradition, the 
urban analysts draws on complexity theory and urban modelling to build mathematical models 
of the structure of cities and their dynamics (Batty, 2017, p.242). Whereas typo-morphology 
studies historical emergence and evolution of urban patterns and their underlying design 
elements, urban analytics approach can enrich the typo-morphological tradition with new 
quantitative understanding of types. These opposite strands fulfill themselves (Stojanovski, 

                                                        
26 The 20th century inspired three waves of scientific urbanism (Le Gates et al., 2009).Analytical 
philosophy, process philosophy and pragmatism grew in prominence in the beginning of the 20th century 
with philosophers as Bertrand Russel, Alfred North Whitehead and John Dewey. George B. Ford is one of 
the first advocates for scientific understanding of cities (Le Gates et al., 2009): “The problems of 
convenience, health and efficiency are matters of science, while the things which foster our own delight in 
the city come within the range of the aesthetic. The development of both should go on side by side, the 
practical a little in advance, because it most nearly affects our life and well-being. The aesthetic to stand 
the test of time must follow the lines laid down by the practical interests of the community.” (Ford, 1913) 
Henry Ford and the automobile triggered an industrial revolution in the same time. The machine, the 
focus on industrial processes, specialization of the production (of cities) and statistics are leitmotifs in Le 
Corbusier’s (1987 [1925]) urbanism. Judith Innes (1990, p.92) writes: “Sometime in the 1920s, the idea 
began to take shape that a society should produce a quantitative picture of itself and its changes. The 
unique concept behind social trends or indicators was that there should be an active, deliberate effort to 
select and present an array of measures of social change.” This describes Louis Wirth’s urbanism. He 
defined the city by size, density and heterogeneity (Wirth, 1038). Today’s definition of urban area in the 
censuses is often based on size and density. The early computers inspired a second city scientific 
movement in the 1960-70s (Harris, 1965; Batty, 1976). The widespread digitization in the 1990s also 
triggered a new science of cities (Batty, 2005).  
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2017). The following section describes the urban analytics of transportation and existing 
empirical knowledge on the effect of urban form on travel. 

The Effect of Urban Form on Travel and Travel Forecasting  

Deterministically, cities and transportation form dynamic probabilistic interrelationship 
(Wegener, 1994; 2014; Wegener and Furst; 1999). There are two complementary perspectives on 
study of travel demand. Aggregated refers to travel patterns (modal split, numbers of trips for a 
zone, etc.) at a zone, neighborhood or city level, whereas disaggregated looks at individuals (or 
households) and their discrete travel choices (Handy, 1996). Disaggregated studies assume also 
certain market segmentation of individuals (or households) to produce aggregated travel 
patterns (Ben Akiva, 1973). The proponents of aggregated studies argue that density, that is the 
aggregated number of people living and working in one urban area, has a profound impact on 
travel behavior (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1977; Newman and Kenworthy, 1999). Other researchers 
see travel behavior as a consequence of discrete choices and economic rationality of individuals. 
Economic rationality means that individuals make tradeoff between travel cost and time and 
maximize their utility for every journey (McFadden, 1974; Hensher and Johnson, 1981; Ben-
Akiva and Lerman, 1985).   

The tradition of aggregated studies looks at place characteristics, compares neighborhoods, their 
urban form and travel patterns (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1977; Newman and Kenworthy, 1999; 
Cervero and Radisch, 1996; Southworth, 1997; Naess, 2006; Stojanovski, 2013b). The 
underlying assumption is that transportation is a function of land use (Mitchell and Rapkin, 
1954). Land use at aggregated level refers to size and density of projects, the degree to which 
uses are segregated or mixed, design features, demographic characteristics and levels of jobs-
housing balance (Cervero, 1991). The other aspect includes aggregated assumptions about travel 
patterns. There are travel budgets (Zahavi, 1974) as invariants of human mobility (Marchetti, 
1994) that define the size of cities. Humans travel up to two hours per day and spend up to 20% 
of their income on transportation (the travel cost budget halves for people that do not own cars). 
An average person makes 1000 annual journeys or roughly 3 personal journeys27 every day 
(Zahavi, 1974; Banister, 2011). Travel is a fixed sum game where different modes compete for a 
limited number of journeys (1000 or up to 1500 in car dependent cities) and higher share in the 
modal split. Every journey by private car means one journey less by walking, cycling and public 
transportation. As motorized modes, the private car and public transportation are in vicious 
circle. Increased public mobility, decreases private car use and vice versa (Brynielsson, 1976).  

Transportation engineers also use land use to calculate trip generation rates and subsequently 
modal splits. The trip generation models are based on empirical research on travel patterns from 
specific land uses. These aggregated studies are compiled and updated in a “Trip Generation 
Manual” (ITE, 2012). Other scholars have also used D-variables to estimate trip generation rates 
(Ewing, et al., 2013; Weinberger, et al., 2015). 

                                                        
27 There is much diversity in the 1000 journey invariant. The young and older travel less, whereas persons 
in middle age are more mobile (White, 2009; Banister, 2011). In the highly motorized countries with 
sprawled cities as the USA, the number of personal journeys is higher. This is the result of a century long 
decentralization of residences and jobs in American cities. An average American makes four personal 
journeys every day (NHTS, 2011), but the principle of fixed sum (1000 annual journeys) game in 
aggregated studies is the same. 
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Travel pattern as aggregated number of journeys equals trip generation rate for that land use 
multiplied by quantity as number of residents or jobs, or floor space. The formula based on land 
use types is: 

	 	     [1] 

Nm number of journeys generated by land use l 

rj trip generation rate for land use type l in respect to quantity 

ql quantity (number of residents or jobs, or size of floor space) for land use type l 

The number of all annual journeys is constant (Nt = 1000) (White, 2009; Banister, 2011).  

1000 ∑  [2] 

Nt total annual number of journeys  

Nm number of journeys generated by different modes m 

The model share is approximate the number of all annual journeys divided with the total 
constant (Nt = 1000). 

	     [3] 

Sm modal share of transportation mode m  

Nm number of annual journeys generated by of transportation mode m 

The variation of the trip generation rate can be seen as a consequence of the aggregated effect of 
different location factors. This report introduce Level of Integration (LoI) with private car, 
public transportation, biking and walking as an aggregated locational quotient. On most 
aggregated level assumes that the number of all annual journeys is constant and that different 
place characteristics and accessibility indexes create variation: 

	 	     [4] 

Nm number of journeys generated by a transportation mode m 

rt average trip generation rate (journeys per year) 

qm aggregated locational quotient for a of transportation mode m  

The LoIs assume sets of factors that refer to place characteristics and accessibility indexes on 
three scales (visual perception, local accessibility as access to walkable destinations within the 
neighborhood and regional connectivity as access to destinations in the metropolitan area). 
There are different urban elements (buildings, lots, land uses, pertinent strips, city blocks and 
neighborhoods, network access areas) on these scales. The place characteristics include a 
complex of D-variables. The evidence, mostly from European cities, is that residential density 
explains roughly one third of the travel demand for public transportation (Stojanovski, 2013b; 
Holmberg, 2013). Other Nordic and Swedish scholars recognize the strong effect of density too 
(Naess, 2006, Westford, 2010; Tornberg and Eriksson, 2012). 
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The aggregated locational quotient of one mode depends on the LoIs of the other. The 
competition between transportation modes is defined as arithmetic mean. The arithmetic mean 
of the sums of the LoIs). 

	
∑

	   [5] 

qm  aggregated locational quotient for a of transportation mode m 

LoIm  Level of integration with the city for transportation mode m  

LoIi  Level of integration with the city for transportation modes i  

The benchmarking procedure incorporates these assumptions about aggregated travel. 

Benchmarking the Multimodal Transportation Performance Based on Urban Form 
Factors 

Technological probabilism and futurism needs a critical understanding of the complex 
interrelationship between transportation as systems and cities as environments, simplification 
for a dialog in a context of indicators and complex adaptive learning systems, pursuit of codes 
and elements in form-based urbanism (the ideal urban models in their background) and 
approximations in travel forecasts based on ideal urban forms. Transportation systems compete 
among themselves in society and for physical space. The private automobile is a default in this 
competition, because it is an ideal network system in conditions of undisturbed traffic flows and 
abundance of parking spaces. The privately owned vehicles even with congestion on roads allow 
access to any place along the road network, around the clock. The automobile puts the other 
transportation systems in motions. With its availability and convenience, the private car sets 
rules for instantaneous access to any destination in the metropolitan region. When cycling and 
public transportation infrastructures are in place, they do not influence the city as the 
extensions of the road network.  

The benchmarking of multimodality links ideal urban patterns, typo-morphological urbanism 
and FBC with the research on urban form and travel. It turn elements, rules and typologies of 
ideal urban patterns into FCBs and indicators (that serve as information in dialog and consensus 
building among actors and stakeholders). The indicators are research hypotheses in urban 
analytics (bike lanes on streets boost cycling, transit stops inspires maximum ridership within 
visual range, abundance of parking boosts private car use etc.). The benchmarking incorporates 
ideal patterns for a car or transit-oriented development, walkable or cycling city and analyzes 
their physical/morphological struggle over dominance in the city. This allows for travel forecasts 
and benchmarks based on ideal urban patterns/designs. This approach requires pragmatic 
sensibility and critical approaches (from social construction of technology and political 
economy). The indicators describe physical requirements of different transportation modes 
(discussed by Alexander et al., 1977, as patterns of physical spaces, or by Fischer, 1984, as 
physical settings in a sense of urban experience). However, the application of such indicators 
needs broader understanding of the interaction of transportation systems and cities, vehicle 
technologies and society, deliberation about indicators and ideologies behind multimodality and 
collaborative dialog (Innes, 1996; Innes and Booher, 2010). The following section describes the 
methodology and the critical aspects are discussed after the results.  
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Methodology 

MTPC is a mobility certificate that aims to provide information to actors and stakeholders. The 
benchmarking in certification systems is based on awarding credits and achieving medals 
(example certified, silver, gold and platinum in LEED or bronze, silver, gold in Swedish 
Miljöbyggnad) or grades (unclassified, pass, good, very good, excellent and outstanding in 
BREEAM). Transportation engineers prefer to use green, yellow and red labels or classes (as 
traffic lights) or forecast modal shares based on land use data. Walk Score estimates a score 
from zero to 100 for walking, cycling and transit and describes intervals of points with 
labels/classes (for example Walker’s Paradise, Excellent Transit, Car-Dependent, etc.).  

This report reviews three methods (based on environmental certification systems, accessibility 
indexes and trip generation models) to evaluate multimodality and proposes a hybrid MTPC 
method. LEED represents environmental certification systems. Environmental certification 
systems for neighborhoods consider urban form factors. They categorize them and weigh their 
impact. They are comprehensive in scope, involving laborious consultancy effort with complex 
benchmarking procedures that rely on expert knowledge. LEED integrates both research on D-
variables (Ewing and Cervero, 2010) and walkability factors that derive from New Urbanism. 
Walk Score is an example of accessibility index. The website provides information about 
integration with walking, cycling and public transportation. Walk Score has a focus on network 
accessibility to destinations, but it also includes two parameters from the Design variable. It 
emphasizes clear and visual information to customer. Trafikalstring is a travel demand model 
that estimates modal shares based on trip generation rates by types of residences and jobs and 
location characteristics. It produces a very specialized information in terms of pie charts and 
estimation of number of journeys by different transportation modes that is useful to 
approximate mobility patterns and environmental impacts from transportation.  

These methods are incomparable in their original form. LEED is consultancy service, Walk 
Score is a website and Trafikverket is a web application and land use-based trip generation 
model. To make these methods at least visually comparable, this report turns to GIS. In 
urbanism, GIS has been used to analyze LEED as urban metrics and compare LEED and Walk 
Score (Talen et al., 2013), for multimodal networks (Gil, 2015) and land use-transportation 
integration (Dur et al., 2014). The maps and statistics for demographics and commuting are 
provided from Lantmateriet (Swedish National Land Survey), municipalities and SCB (Statistics 
Sweden). The specific methods are described in detail in the following subsections. 

Environmental Certification Systems and Ecolabels 

The growing environmental concerns in the 1960-1970s resulted in emergence of different 
sustainability indicators and ecolabels based on Life Cycle Analyses (LCA) of products (launched 
by Coca Cola in the 1960s), environmental impact assessments for plans and projects, etc. 
(Finnveden and Moberg, 2005). One of the early precedents is Wells’ (1981) checklist for 
environmental assessment. The checklist evaluates different aspects of green houses and ranks 
them from -100 to +100 (Figure 16). The environmental certification systems for buildings like 
BREEAM (UK), LEED (US) and Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment 
Efficiency (CASBEE) (Japan) emerged during the early 1990s. UK government also launched a 
voluntary standard called “Code for Sustainable Homes” in the 2007 based on environmental 
certification systems for buildings, but it was withdrawn in 2015. The Certification Systems for 
Sustainable Neighborhoods (CSSN) or Neighborhood Sustainability Assessment (NSA) tools 
(Sharifi and Murayama, 2013) came out in the 2000s (Wangel, et al., 2016) when established 
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building environmental assessment tools methodologies like BREEAM, LEED and CASBEE 
(Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008) kept the same methodology and expanded their scope. LEED for 
Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND), BREEAM Communities (BREEAM-C) or CASBEE for 
Urban Development (CASBEE-UD) are environmental certification systems for neighborhoods 
(Haapio, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 16. Wilderness-Based Checklist for Design and Construction 

The certification systems are ecolabels for buildings and neighborhoods. The difference is that 
the methodology is not based on LCA, but on grouping of factors, criteria and indicators. The 
factors are usually weighted. The general formula for a sustainability (system) indicator is: 

∑  [6] 

I  indicator for criteria/factors  

wi weight for criterion/factor i 

ci criterion/factor i 

All the CSSNs use a predefined set of criteria and indicators. Through the establishment of 
specific processes, criteria and indicators, certification systems for sustainable neighborhoods 
promise to provide guidance for urban development projects on how to work with sustainability 
issues in planning and development activities. The criteria, or the credits gained for the criteria, 
are then aggregated, sometimes involving a weighting, in order to provide a communicable 
certificate, label and/or grade. The certificate works as a means for benchmarking and 
marketing how sustainable a specific urban development is (Wangel, et al., 2016). Institutes, 
privatized companies or non-profit organizations create scoresheets and methodologies to 
assess buildings or neighborhoods, while experts and accredited assessors do the certification. 
There are some differences in certification levels. LEED and BREEAM use a certification system 
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with points to achieve medals (certified, silver, gold and platinum in LEED) or grades 
(unclassified, pass, good, very good, excellent and outstanding in BREEAM). CASBEE weighs all 
the factors equally and has ranks (S, A, B+, B- and C) supported by CO2 emission chart.  

LEED-ND and BREEAM-C consider a number of D-variables as factors (Ewing and Cervero, 
2010). Density corresponds to Compact Development in LEED-ND, Diversity to Mixed-Use 
Neighborhoods and Housing and Jobs Proximity in LEED-ND, Distance to transit to Access to 
Quality Transit in LEED-ND and Access to public transport in BREEAM-C. In LEED-ND there 
are other aspects such as Walkable Streets Reduced Parking Footprint, Connected and Open 
Community, Transit Facilities, Transportation Demand Management, Access to Civic and Public 
Space, Access to Recreation Facilities. Transport assessment, Safe and appealing streets, Cycling 
network, Cycling facilities, Public transport facilities are factors in BREEAM-C. The 
transportation-related factor have different weights (Table 3 and Table 4).  LEED-ND (v4) has 
39 points or 35.45% of transportation related credits. The shares in BREEAM-C and CASHBEE-
UD are 25.21% and 19.00% respectably. The environmental certification systems for buildings 
include much less transport related factors. CASBEE does not include any, LEED for Homes 15 
out of 110 credits or 13.64%, whereas BREEAM New Construction 19 out of 119 or 15.97%. The 
share of transportation according to U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) in primary 
energy consumption in the USA is roughly 27% and CO2 emissions is 34% in 2013. The share of 
transportation in primary energy consumption in Sweden is roughly 23% according to 
Energimyndigheten, the Swedish Energy Administration, whereas CO2 emissions are 32% for 
year 2013 according to Naturvardsverket, the Swedish Natural Protection Administration.  

LEED-ND assigns 9 out of 39 credits or 23.07% of transportation related points for Walkable 
Streets, whereas BREEAM-C has 2 and 4, a total of 6 out of 30 credits or 20% in two street space 
factors: Public realm and Safe and appealing streets. The advantage with the LEED-ND 
methodology is that it specifies street elements (sidewalks, speed limit, etc.), building façade, 
and street interaction elements (ground floor activity, functional entries, enclosure as ratio, 
etc.). BREEAM-C however emphasizes cycling and transit facilities to a larger extend than 
LEED-ND. CASBEE-UD does not include street space elements, but focuses on network access 
factors. LEED-ND splits the credits roughly equally across network access, street space and city 
block scale giving, a lowest importance of neighborhood scale. In contrast CASBEE-UD gives 
highest important on the neighborhood scale. BREEAM-C considers the city block scale least 
important (Table 3). The environmental certification systems for buildings emphasize lot and 
network access facts (LEED for Homes gives a small significance to street space elements) 
(Table 4). 
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LEED-ND Credits Scale BREEAM-C Credits Scale CASBEE-UD Weights Scale 

Smart Location 
and Linkage  

28   Social and 
economic 
wellbeing issues 

47   Q2 Society 0.333   

Access to Quality 
Transit 

7 Network SE 02 - 
Demographic 
needs and 
priorities 

1 Neigh. 2.2 Security/Safety 0.111   

Bicycle Facilities  2 Street 
space 

SE 06 - Delivery 
of services, 
facilities and 
amenities 

7 Network 2.2.2 Traffic safety 0.037 Neigh. 

Housing and Jobs 
Proximity 

3 City 
block 

SE 07 - Public 
realm 

2 Street 
space 

2.3 Amenity 0.111   

Neighborhood 
Pattern and 
Design 

41   SE 12 - Local 
parking 

1 City 
block 

2.3.1.1 Convenience 
(distance to everyday 
facilities) 

0.028 Network 

Walkable Streets  9 Street 
space 

SE 10 - Adapting 
to climate change 

3 Neigh. 2.3.1.2.1 Distance to 
medical, health/welfare 
facilities 

0.009 Network 

Compact 
Development   

6 City 
block 

Resources and 
energy 
assessment issue 

31   2.3.1.2.2 Distance to 
educational facilities 

0.009 Network 

Mixed-Use 
Neighborhoods 

4 Network RE 07 - 
Transport carbon 
emissions 

1 Neigh. 2.3.1.2.3 Distance to 
cultural facilities 

0.009 Network 

Housing Types 
and Affordability 

7   Transport and 
movement 
assessment issues 

15   Q3 Economy 0.333   

Reduced Parking 
Footprint  

1 City 
block 

TM 01 - 
Transport 
assessment 

2 Neigh. 3.1 Traffic/Urban 
structure 

0.111   

Connected and 
Open Community 

2 City 
block 

TM 02 - Safe and 
appealing streets 

4 Street 
space 

3.1.1.1.1 The 
development level of 
roads etc. 

0.014 Neigh. 

Transit Facilities  1 Network TM 03 - Cycling 
network 

1 Street 
space 

3.1.1.1.2 Usability of 
public transportation 

0.014 Network 

Transportation 
Demand 
Management 

2 Neigh. TM 04 - Access to 
public transport 

4 Network 3.1.1.2 Logistics 
management 

0.028 Neigh. 

Access to Civic 
and Public Space 

1 Network TM 05 - Cycling 
facilities 

2 Street 
space 

3.1.2.1 Consistency with 
and complementing 
upper level planning 

0.028 City 
block 

Access to 
Recreation 
Facilities 

1 Network TM 06 - Public 
transport 
facilities 

2 Street 
space 

3.1.2.2.1 Utilization level 
of standard floor area 
ratio 

0.014 City 
block 

Sum all credits 110     119     1   
Transportation-
land use related 
factors 

39   30  

 
0.19 

  
Percentage  35.45%   25.21%   19.00%   
Split by scale                 
Network 14 35.90%  11 36.67%  36.32%   
Street space 11 28.21%  11 36.67%  0.00%   
City block 12 30.77%  1 3.33%  22.11%   
Neighborhood 2 5.13%   7 23.33%   41.58%   

Table 3: Transportation related factors in environmental certification systems for 
neighborhoods LEED-ND, BREEAM-C and CASBEE-UD 
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LEED for Homes Credits Scale BREEAM New Construction Credits Scale 

Location and Transportation 15   Health and wellbeing 25   

Site Selection 
6 Lot Hea 06 Accessibility 2 Network 

2 Street 
space Hea 08 Private space 1 Lot 

Compact Development 3 Lot Energy 36   

Community Resources 2 Network Ene 06 Energy efficient transport 
systems 

3 Lot 

Access to Transit 2 Network Transport 13   
      Tra 01 Public transport accessibility 5 Network 
     Tra 02 Proximity to amenities 2 Network 

  
   Tra 03a Alternative modes of 

transport 
2 Lot 

  
   Tra 03b Alternative modes of 

transport 

  
   Tra 04 Maximum car parking 

capacity 
2 Lot 

     Tra 05 Travel plan 1 Lot 

      Tra 06 Home office 1 Lot 

Sum all credits 110     119   

Sum all transportation-land 
use related factors 15   19   

Percentage  13.64%     15.97%   
Split by scale           

Network 4 26.67%  9 47.37% 
Street space 2 13.33%  0 0.00% 

Lot 9 60.00%   10 52.63% 

Table 4: Transportation related factors in environmental certification systems for buildings 
LEED for Homes, BREEAM New Construction (CASBEE for buildings does not include 
transportation related factors) 

LEED-ND, BREEAM-C and CASBEE-UD have similar methodology and different weights. The 
reason why LEED-ND is chosen as representative for environmental certification systems is the 
largest variety of factors, well balance between different scales and specific focus on urban 
design elements. LEED-ND and BREEAM-C are very similar in the other factors like access to 
public transportation or other services, density, etc., but LEED-ND has a specific set of criteria 
to define walkable streets that prevailed. The following subsection described the adapted LEED 
method.  

LEED Method 
LEED is an ecolabel for buildings and neighborhoods established by the non-profit organization 
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). It includes different factors grouped in categories: energy 
use, material and resources, waste, indoor environment, location and transportation and 
innovation. The factors and categories are organized in scorecards. The weights of the categories 
and factors vary for different types of building and phases of development (design, construction, 
operation and maintenance). The building meets certain certification level based on the sum of 
credits: certified (40–49), silver (50–59), gold (60–79) and platinum (80 points and above).  

LEED-ND is applied here with certain adjustments. Only transportation-related factors are 
considered and normalized to fit the original certification levels. In the typical LEED-ND 
scorecard and methodology (USGBC, 2016) transportation-related factors (including built 
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environment factors that influence travel) sum up to 39 or 35% of the maximum 110 credits that 
can be awarded. A detailed description of the factors included in the LEED analysis are 
presented in Table 5. 

  LEED-ND factors/criteria Method 
1 Access to Quality Transit (7 cr.) Polygons within 400 m around each transit stop are created with 

service area network analysis in ArcGIS, where each service area as 
polygon receives number points in respect to frequency of service 
according to Table 1 and 2 in USGBC (2016, p.19) 

2 Bicycle Facilities (2 cr) Surveyed or assigned 
  a. Bikable Location (1 cr.) Assigned fixed value for entire locality arbitrary 
  b. Bicycle Network (1 cr.) Surveyed and mapped on streets, 1 point is assigned to every block 

which had a cycle way or bike storage facilities 
3 Housing and Jobs Proximity (3 cr.) As percentage of commuters in residents and jobs calculated from 

statistics and mapped on blocks: 1) over 75% commuters (0 cr.); 2) 
between 50% and 75% commuters (1cr.); 3) between 25% and 50% 
commuters (2 cr.); and 4) under 25% (3 cr.). 

4 Walkable Streets (9 cr.) Each segment of the street is surveyed and credits are awarded for the 
following factors 

  abc. Building facades setback  Setbacks of 5m (1cr.) or 0.3m (2cr.) 
  de. Functional entries to buildings  Entries within 9m (1cr.) 
  fghkl. Open building façade Surveyed (3cr.) 
  ij. Attractive and continuing 

sidewalks  
Surveyed (1cr.) 

  m. Building-height-to-street-width 
ratio  

Surveyed (1cr. If less than 1:3) 

  no. Traffic speed for pedestrian 
safety  

Under 30km/h (1cr.) 

5 Compact Development (6 cr.) As residents and jobs per hectare calculated from statistics and 
mapped on blocks defined by street axes 

    1) below 100 (0 cr.); 2) from 100 to 128 (1 cr.); 3) from 128 to 180 (2 
cr.); 4) from 180 to 248 (3 cr.); 5) from 248 to 376 (4 cr.); 6) from 376 
to 624 (5 cr.); and 7) over 624 (6 cr.) 

6 Mixed-Use Neighborhoods (4 cr.) Polygons within 400 m to entries with different land uses mapped in 
the neighborhood: shopping, culture, recreation, bars and restaurants, 
services, education and public spaces; are created with service area 
network analysis in ArcGIS. With overlay of the generated polygons 
(intersect tool in ArcGIS) the number of land uses is summed and 
credits are awarded inspired by Table 1 on in USGBC (2016, p.37) 

    1) 0 or 1 uses (0 cr.); 2) 2 uses (1 cr.); 3) 3-4 uses (2 cr.); 4) 5-6 uses (3 
cr.); and 5) 7 uses (4 cr.) 

7 Reduced Parking Footprint (1 cr.) Surveyed and mapped on blocks 
8 Connected and Open Community 

(2 cr.) 
Number of intersections per sq. mile according to Table 1 and 2 in 
UGBSC (2016, p.42) is replaced with block density per sq. km and 
mapped on blocks defined by street axes) 

9 Transit Facilities  Surveyed and mapped on blocks 
10 Transportation Demand 

Management (2 cr.) 
Assigned fixed value for entire locality arbitrary 

11 Access to Civic and Public Space (1 
cr.) 

Polygons within 800 m to the centroids of public spaces are created 
with service area network analysis in ArcGIS 

12 Access to Recreation Facilities (1 
cr.) 

Polygons within 800 m to the centroids of parks and other recreation 
facilities are created with service area network analysis in ArcGIS 

Table 5. LEED transportation-related factors 

Licensed experts do the LEED certification. Instead, The procedure does not produce heat maps 
in GIS, but instead consultants give medals to specific buildings. GIS is used here to apply LEED 
certification on a neighborhood scale and make it comparable with accessibility indexes. The 
considered factors (Table 5) are either measured in ArcGIS or surveyed in the field and coded. 
ArcGIS uses map algebra tools to sum up multiple factors and normalize the sum (0-100). The 
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factor for Housing and Jobs Proximity in LEED describes mix of residences and jobs is often 
captured as potential for less commuting. Here statistics show how many people work in the 
area and how many actually commute. The Walkable Streets factor is also modified to fit the 
urban elements used in Swedish urban development. Some conversions between mile and km, 
intersections and city blocks are accepted.  

Accessibility Indexes 

Accessibility means easiness to reach a location. Accessibility in terms of urban transportation 
defines the potential to reach a number of destinations in a time interval (Hansen, 1959). An 
important aspect of accessibility research is definition, ways to measure, indicators or indexes 
(Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Van Wee, 2002; 2011; Geurs and Van Wee, 2004). Accessibility 
indexes like the environmental certification systems sometimes consist of different indicators 
that are usually weighted and aggregated in an index or score. The difference is that the results 
are usually presented on maps. In Sweden, private companies Spacescape and Trivector 
produced a Mobility Index (http://www.spacescape.se/project/mobilitetsindex/) and 
Accesibility Index, respectably for the Royal Seaport urban development in Stockholm and the 
municipality of Malmö (Trivector, 2014). The Mobility Index proposes a hierarchy of modules 
(walkable city, cycling city, make green travel ways and green parking), tools and indicators to 
understand and assess how energy efficient is to travel from a building. It is a background for a 
dialog with property owners and developers. Malmö’s Accessibility Index gives a quantitative 
result and functions as support for decisions in planning and in weighing different investments 
and actions. It evaluates over 225 zones of the municipality of Malmö by eight criteria for 
sustainable accessibility (Table 6).   

Factor/criteria Weight 
1 Travel time by walking to 10 destinations 2 
2 Travel time by cycling to 10 destinations 1 
3 Travel time ratio bicycle/car to 10 destinations 1 
4 Travel time ratio PT/car to 3 destinations (city 

center, nearest shopping mall, nearest major 
node in public transport) 

2 

5 Distance to nearest bus stop (with good 
headway) 

1 

6 Distance to nearest major node in public 
transport 

3 

7 Distance to nearest carpool 1 
8 Range of travel opportunities, i.e. access to 

several sustainable modes with good accessibility 
(freedom of choice) 

1 

 
Access to 10 destinations 

 

1 Nearest child care 3 
2 Nearest school 3 
3 Nearest healthcare center 2 
4 Nearest grocery store 2 
5 Nearest park/recreational area 2 
6 Nearest public facility for sports/exercise 1 
7 Nearest playground (only theme level) 1 
8 City center 3 
9 Nearest community center 3 
10 Nearest shopping mall 2 

Table 6: Accessibility Index of the municipality of Malmö (Trivector, 2014). 
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In the Accessibility Index each factor or criterion gets a value from zero to six. The Accessibility 
Index is the mean value for the eight criteria. This opens up for comparisons between different 
areas and population groups. In total, half of the areas have acceptable Accessibility Index of 
three or higher (59% of Malmö’s population live in these areas). Many of the areas with poor 
accessibility have relatively few inhabitants and low population density. 

Malmö’s Accessibility Index materialize the knowledge of the Swedish tradition to research 
public transportation (Holmberg, 1972; 2013). In Sweden, accessibility is analyzed from three 
perspectives: the characteristics of urban form and population as a basis; development and level 
of service of the transportation system and individual traveler behavior (Persons, 2008). The 
focus in the Swedish public transportation planning tradition is put on competitiveness against 
the car (measured as travel time ratios). Travel time ratio shows how many times is slower to by 
public transportation in respect to the private car. The shares of public transportation and 
private car become equal if the travel time ratio is 1.5 (it is 50% slower to take public 
transportation than take a car). The travel time by public transportation is generalized 
(Holmberg, 1972). Every minute walking or waiting is counted twice (2 minutes) and there are 
penalties for transfer time (5 minutes for a transfer in Stockholm). SL (2008), the PTA in 
Stockholm, uses the travel time ratios to calculate the demand for public transportation in 
different parts of Stockholm. If the public transportation system is better developed the travel 
time ratios are better.  

Walk Score is a web service that provides information about walkability, possibility to bike or 
use public transportation in American cities. The website algorithm assigns numerical indexes 
(Walk Score, Transit Score and Bike Score) to buildings and cities. Each score is followed by a 
description. Walk Score between 70 and 89 designates a very walkable area where most errands 
can be accomplished on foot (Table 7).  

Walk Score Transit Score  Bike Score 
90–100 Walker’s Paradise 90–100 Rider’s Paradise 90–100  Biker’s Paradise 
 

Daily errands do not 
require a car 

 
World-class public 
transportation 

 
 Daily errands can be 
accomplished on a bike 

70–89 Very Walkable 70–89 Excellent Transit 70–89  Very Bikeable 
 

Most errands can be 
accomplished on foot 

 
Transit is convenient 
for most trips 

 
 Biking is convenient 
for most trips 

50–69 Somewhat Walkable 50–69 Good Transit 50–69  Bikeable 
 

Some errands can be 
accomplished on foot 

 
Many nearby public 
transportation options 

 
 Some bike 
infrastructure 

25–49 Car-Dependent 25–49 Some Transit 0–49  Somewhat Bikeable 
 

Most errands require a 
car 

 
A few nearby public 
transportation options 

 
 Minimal bike 
infrastructure 

0–24 Car-Dependent 0–24 Minimal Transit 
 

   
Almost all errands 
require a car 

 
It is possible to get on 
a bus 

 
  

Table 7: Classes/labels for walking, public transportation and cycling on Walk Score 

Walk Score is chosen as a representative for accessibility indexes, because it separates between 
transportation modes (walking, biking and transit) and shows scores for each separately. 
However, it does not consider accessibility indexes that emphasize competitiveness between 
modes as the Accessibility Index. The following subsection describes the methodology of Walk 
Score that is used for the analysis. 
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Walk Score Method 
Walk Score is an accessibility index that uses network analyses to calculate accessibility for each 
building. It assigns maximum points for destinations within a quarter mile (400 m). The 
number of points allocated decrease with increasing distance for destination up to one mile 
(1600 m), and no points are awarded for destinations more than one mile (Pivo and Fisher, 
2011). It includes two urban form factors (Design variables). It includes two Design factors. 
Transit score uses logarithmic scale based on reference values from stops in the USA with 
highest frequency of transit service. The value of a transit stop is defined as the service level 
(frequency per week) multiplied by the mode weight (heavy/light rail 2, ferry/cable car/other 1.5 
and bus 1) multiplied by a distance penalty. Bike Score measures: cycling infrastructure (lanes, 
trails, etc.); hills and slopes; destinations and connectivity; and the number of bike commuters 
(Table 8).  

  Method to calculate 

  Walk Score Average of the eight scores/criteria described below 
1 City block/street segment 

length score  
block length score = 200 - block length (maximum 100 for block lengths lower 
than 100 m, and minimum 0 points for blocks wider than 200 m) 

2 Intersections/city blocks 
density per km score 

block density score = (number of blocks per square km) / 3 (blocks shorter in 
average than 100 m and longer than 200 m got 100 or 0 points respectably) 

3 Errands score Destinations are firstly mapped in GIS, and then service area tool is applied to  
4 Grocery and shopping 

score 
produce polygons with maximum 100 points (within 400 m walking distance 
from different destinations). Afterwards a cost distance tool is used with 0.05 

5 Parks and public spaces 
score 

points per 1 m raster cell (equals 0 after 2000 m) starting from the contours of 
polygons with maximum 100 points.   

6 Dine and drink score  
7 Schools score   
8 Culture score   
 Transit Score Each transit stop receives a Transit Score based on weekly departures (weight 

for rail lines is 2, trunk buses 1.5 and standard buses 1). The reference transit 
score of 100 derives from Stockholm’s busiest transit node (Centralen/T-
central/) which has 3374 departures or arrivals per week by bus, 2002 by trunk 
bus, 6643 by subway and 1302 by commuter rail (weighted sum of 22267). The 
formula is:  
Transit Score = ln (number of all departures or arrivals per week at the transit 
stop) / ln (22267).  
Transit Score incudes distance penalty. Network analysis in ArcGIS is used to 
delineate polygon within 400 m network distance from each transit stop. This 
area received the Transit Score calculated for the transit stop. A cost distance 
tool is applied with decay cost of 0.05 points (as for Walk Score) from this 
polygon around each transit stop as it was case with Walk Score. Rasters with 
Transit Scores for different transit stops are overlaid to extract the maximum 
transit score for each cell (1m long and wide) with cell statistics tool. 

 Bike Score Only the hill factor is analyzed for Bike Score. Spatial access to the central 
points in the study areas is calculated in respect to impendences caused by 
degree of slope. Two raster maps with cost distance from the central points are 
created: 1) without slope; and 2) with slope degree penalty: no penalty was 
given for 0-0.5 degrees, 50% for 0.5-1, 100% for 1-2, 300% for 2-5, 400 % for 
5-10 and beyond 10%-degree slope got 100 times penalty (1000%). By dividing 
the raster without and with slope penalty it is possible to see how difficult is to 
reach a destination. A travel ratio of 1 would mean no slope obstacles, whereas 
2 would mean 0-1% slope. The slope score is normalized (0-100) with the 
formula: 
Slope Score = -10 * travel ratio + 110 ratios (the negative values are corrected 
to 0) 

Table 8: Factors/criteria in Walk Score, Transit Score and Bike Score 
(http://www.walkscore.com/). 
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There are some adjustments to the Walk Score methodology. In this analysis maximum number 
of 100 points are awarded for specific destinations for errands, culture, grocery, park, dining 
and drinking, school and shopping within 5-minute walk (400 m). The score gradually drops 
and no points are given after 30-minute walk (2400 m). Two Design parameters are included, 
block length and intersection density that have the strongest effect on walking of all D-variables 
(Ewing and Cervero, 2010). To calculate Walk Score, destinations are firstly mapped and coded 
in GIS, then service area tool is applied to produce polygons with maximum 100 points (within 
400 m walking distance from different destinations). Afterwards, a cost distance tool is used 
with 0.05 points per 1 m raster cell (equals 0 after 2000 m) starting from the contours of 
polygons with maximum 100 points. The website does not explain how the separate scores are 
aggregated in the final Walk Score. An average of all the scores is applied here. Some 
conversions between mile and km, intersections and city blocks are accepted (Table 8). Only the 
slope is considered as a Bike Score.  

Trip Generation and Modal Split Estimation Models  

Another way to measure transportation performance is to survey or predict modal shares. 
Trafikverket’s Trafikalstringverktyg (https://applikation.trafikverket.se/trafikalstring/) is 
chosen before other trip generation models (ITE, 2012; Ewing, et al., 2013; Weinberger, et al., 
2015) because it is very detailed based on empirical knowledge of the Swedish tradition in 
transportation engineering. Trivector is a leading consultancy with expertise in travel surveys 
and the Trafikalstringverktyg is developed based on their research. 

Trafikalstring Method 
Trafikalstring is a web application created by the consultancy company Trivector. Trafikalstring 
means Traffic Generation. The Trafikalstringverktyg, Traffic Generation Tool, uses a set of 
detailed factors (municipality, location in municipality, land use; density, walking distances to 
local and regional public transportation, standard of transit vehicles, real time information, 
distance to local community center, car parking, etc.) to assess the modal split. It includes a 
number of questions about mobility management too: about municipal involvement in 
sustainable transportation, existence of mobility plan, carpools, eco-driving, etc. Based on these 
factors, it estimates the modal split and trip generation levels for a neighborhood. The 
assumption behind the trip generation tool is that typical residences and jobs generate 
consistent travel patterns in terms of number of journey generated by resident or job. These 
average numbers of daily journeys by different modes are modified in respect transportation 
system and mobility management characteristics (Trafikverket, 2011). The formula [2] is: 

	 	    [7] 

Nm sum of journeys generated by transportation modem 

rm trip generation rate (standardized number of average daily journeys for resident, student 
or employed) in land use type l 

ql location coefficient (modification in respect to other land use factors) for land use type l 

In this analysis, zones of neighborhoods are selected and the input to the models is normalized 
(100 jobs or residents). The modal splits are calculated by manual input in the web application 
(different variations of residences and jobs). The results are encoded and visualized in ArcGIS. 
Pie chart diagrams show the modal split (as preferred by Trafikverket) and bar charts for types 
of residents and jobs used as input. 
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Multimodal Transportation Performance Certificates (Hybrid Method) 

MTPC aims to create standardized methodology for benchmarking mobility by combining 
environmental certification systems, accessibility indexes and trip generation forecasts. 
Transportdeklaration is a Swedish translation of MTPC. Transportdeklaration (MTPC) in 
Swedish is a keyword that associates to the Swedish EPC (energideklaration). Making EPCs for 
buildings is straightforward. The energy use in buildings is measured by consumption in 
KWh/year (for electricity, heating and cooling). The energy use determines CO2-emmisions that 
are calculated by averages for each KWh in the national or international system for electricity 
production or by amount of gas or hot water used in the building. An analogical indicator for 
multimodal performance poses many difficulties. In transportation, it is more common to use 
fuel consumption and CO2-emmisions calculated for each km travelled. Many cars come on the 
market with fuel economy labels.  

MTPC takes another direction. Instead of measuring actual fuel consumption, it estimates the 
modal split (walking, cycling, public transportation or private car) based on urban form factors 
(Figure 17). The urban factors are included in a composite measure named Level of Integration 
(LoIs). LoI measures the aggregated effect of different urban form of transportation modes. It 
combines and weighs urban form factors/criteria on different morphological scales. The factors 
for the LoIs in MTPC (Table 9) originate from the research on walkability and D-variables 
(Cervero and Kockelman, 2996; Southworth, 1997; 2005; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing and 
Handy, 2009; Ewing et al., 2005) and draw inspiration from Walk Score methodology (for 
assessing cycling and public transportation) and LEED-ND for walkability. Slope is an 
important factor in Bike Score, whereas the Transit Score is calculated in respect to weekly 
departures and type of transit service (not only as Distance to transit). 

The LoIs for walking, cycling, public transportation and private car are measures based on few 
crucial factors (urban design elements and accessibility factors) on three scales (visual 
perception, local accessibility and regional connectivity). The aim is to simplify the interactions 
for deliberative dialog among stakeholders. If all factors are fulfilled the LoI is at 100%. The 
calculation of the LoI uses the generic formula of a sustainability indicator [1]:   

∑   [8] 

LoIm  Level of Integration for transportation mode m  

wi weight for criterion/urban form or network access factor i 

ci criterion/ urban form or network access factor i 

There are two steps in the analysis/benchmarking procedure: calculation of LoIs for specific 
modes and estimating modal split based on competition between their LoIs. 
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Figure 17: MTPC method based on urban form and network access factors on three scales 
(visual perception, local accessibility and regional connectivity) 

The competition is considered as proportion of the LoI for a specific mode in respect to the sum 
of the LoIs for all modes [4]. The formula is: 

	
∑

	   [9] 

Sm  Modal share for transportation mode m (in percentage/ n 

LoIm  Level of Integration with the city for transportation mode m  

LoIi  Level of Integration with the city for transportation modes i  

The estimation of modal share allows to calculate the aggregated number of annual journeys by 
different modes by multiplying the modal share with 1000 (the mobility invariant): 

1000  [10] 

Nm  Number of annual journeys for transportation mode m  

Sm  Modal share for mode m (in percentage) 

Table 9 shows the different factors. The weighing is done accordingly to the 9-point scale 
commonly used in Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) in GIS where only the top four values are 
used: nine for extremely, seven for very much, five for moderately and three for slightly effects 
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the LoI. The values are arbitrary, but some derive from empirical research on the link between 
land use and travel and LEED. The proportion between scales in the weighing is arbitrary (Table 
10): 10-20% for visual perception (visible behavioral cues/scripts on the streets), 40-50% for 
local neighborhood accessibility and 30-40% for regional scale.  

 MTPC factors Method Origin
1 Sidewalk design and continuity Surveyed (assigned arbitrary) LEED 
2 Pedestrian crossings/street 

segment length/city block width 
I3 = 200 - city block width (maximum 100 for width lower than 100 m and 
minimum 0 points for width over 200 m). city block width = city block 
area ^ (1/2). 

Ds, 
LEED 

3 Speed limit Surveyed (I4 = 100 if speed limit = 30km/h) LEED 
4 Bike parking Surveyed (bicycle parking racks on a street give I5 = 100)  
5 Cycling lanes on 

street/cycleways 
Surveyed (street segments with cycling lanes receive I6 = 100)  

6 Bus line/busway/tramway on 
street 

Surveyed (street segments with bus lines receive I7 = 50, whereas I7 = 100 
with busways/tramways on street) 

 

7 Transit stop/station exit on 
street 

Surveyed (city blocks with a transit stop/station exit on the surrounding 
streets receives I8 = 100) 

 

8 On-street parking Surveyed (assigned arbitrary)  
9 Undisturbed traffic flow (no 

congestion) 
Surveyed (assigned arbitrary)  

10 Building setback Surveyed (building façade within 0.5 m will yield I11 = 100, between 0.5 
and 5m I11 = 50, and I11 = 0 over 5 m) 

LEED 

11 Building height to street width 
ratio 

Surveyed (if the ratio is 1:3 or lower I12 = 100) LEED 

12 Building façade 
activity/openness 

Surveyed (if any part of the building façade is publicly accessible I13 = 100) LEED 

13 Lot/block density (residents 
and jobs) 

I15 = residents and jobs per ha/100 
(if  residents and jobs per ha > 100 then I15 =100) 

Ds, 
LEED 

14 Lot/block land use mix 
(entropy of residents and jobs) 

I16 = entropy of residents and jobs /0.7*100 
(if entropy of residents and jobs > 0.7 then I16 =100) 

Ds, 
LEED 

15 Lot/block off-street parking Surveyed (assigned arbitrary)  
16 Neighborhood topography 

(slope) 
Two raster maps with cost distance from the central points are created to 
calculate the travel ratio (TR): 1) without slope; and 2) with slope degree 
penalty: no penalty was given for 0-0.5 degrees, 50% for 0.5-1, 100% for 1-
2, 300% for 2-5, 400 % for 5-10 and beyond 10%-degree slope got 100 
times penalty (1000%). By dividing the raster without and with slope 
penalty it is possible to see how difficult is to reach a destination. A TR of 1 
would mean two points on the map connect without slope obstacles, 
whereas 2 would mean 0-1% slope. I19 is normalized (0-100) with the 
formula: 
I19 = -10 * travel ratio + 110 ratios (the negative values are corrected to 0) 

Walk 
Score 

17 Access to everyday activities GIS O-D matrix network analysis is used to calculate distances from each 
supermarket, shop, restaurant, bar, etc. to every building in the 
neighborhood. Interpolation method (IDW) is used to calculate ranges. I16 

= 100 if building is within 100 m (buffer tool is used), 60 if between 200-
400 m network distance, 30 if within 400-800 m network distance. 

 

18 Access to event-type activities Same method as in access to everyday activities, just destinations included 
in this case churches, libraries, etc.  

 

19 Access to a mix of activities GIS service area network analysis in ArcGIS is used. Service area polygons 
within 400 m to entries with different land uses (shopping, culture, 
recreation, bars and restaurants, services, education and public spaces) are
created and overlaid to sum up the number of land uses: I16 = 0 (0-1 uses); 
I16 = 25 (2-3 uses); I16 = 50 (4-5 uses): and I16 = 100 (6-7 uses). 

LEED 

20 Access to a local transit stop GIS O-D matrix network analysis is used to calculate distances from local 
transit stops to every building in the neighborhood. Each local transit stop 
received a Transit Stop Performance Benchmark (TSPB) in respect to the 
frequency and type of service (weekly departures multiplied by 2 for 
commuter rail/subway/regional bus lines, 1.5 for local trunk buses and 1 
for standard buses. The reference for the calculus (TSPB = 100) is 
Stockholm’s busiest transit node (Centralen/T-central/) which has 3374 

Walk 
Score 
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departures or arrivals per week by bus, 2002 by trunk bus, 6643 by 
subway and 1302 by commuter rail (weighted sum of 22267). The formula 
is:  
TSPB = ln (all weekly departures at the transit stop) / ln (22267). 
I20 = weight for proximity to a transit stop (w)*TSPB 
Interpolation method (IDW) is used to calculate w: w  = 100% if building is 
within 100 m (buffer tool was used), 60% if between 200-400 m network 
distance, 30% if within 400-800 m network distance. 

21 Access to a regional transit stop Same method as for access to a local transit stop  
22 Access to an expressway I22 = 100 if the neighborhood center is within 3 km to an exit to an 

expressway 
 

23 Bikable location (regionally) I23 = -20*distance to the metropolitan core (in km) +200 (if distance to the 
metropolitan core > 10km then I23 = 0) 

 

Table 9: MTPC factors 

 MTPC factors Scale Walking Cycling Public 
transportation 

Private 
car 

1 Sidewalk design and continuity Visual (3) 51    
2 Pedestrian crossings/street segment length/city 

block width 
Visual (7) 15    

3 Speed limit Visual (3) 51    
4 Bike parking Visual 

 
(3) 10   

5 Cycling lanes on street/cycleways Visual 
 

(3) 10   
6 Bus line/busway/tramway on street Visual 

  
(3) 5  

7 Transit stop/station exit on street Visual 
  

(3) 5  
8 On-street parking Visual 

  
 (3) 10 

9 Undisturbed traffic flow (no congestion) Visual  
 

 (3) 10 
10 Building setback Visual (3) 51    
11 Building height to street width ratio Visual (3) 51    
12 Building façade activity/openness Visual (9) 201    
13 Lot/block density (residents and jobs) Local (9) 202  (3) 5  
14 Lot/block land use mix (entropy of residents 

and jobs) 
Local (9) 202  (3) 5  

15 Lot/block off-street parking Local 
  

 (9) 50 
16 Neighborhood topography (slope) Local  (9) 40   
17 Access to everyday activities Local (9) 20    
18 Access to event-type activities Local (3) 5    
19 Access to a mix of activities Local (9) 20 

  
 

20 Access to a local transit stop Local 
  

(9) 30  
21 Access to a regional transit stop Regional 

  
(9) 30  

22 Access to an expressway Regional 
   

(5) 30 
23 Bikable location Regional 

 
(9) 40 

 
 

     Walking (5) 20  
 Sum  (51) 100 (24) 100 (27) 100 (20) 100 
1 assigned to street space 
2 assigned to city blocks/perimeter within building façades 

Table 10: Weights of the MTPC factors on three scales (visual perception, local accessibility 
and regional connectivity) 

Multimodality (as set of mobility choices) is individual, since travel needs and preferences differ. 
To analyze the dispersion, MTPC considers the most radical cases of mobility classes. Flâneurs 
favor walking, cycling advocates love bikes, bus or rail nerds prefer transit and dedicated 
motorists drive everywhere. Green travelers prefer walking, cycling and public transportation 
before private car and rational agents have equal preference to all transportation modes. The 
new trends of electrification, automation and sharing create new emerging hybrid modes too 
(Figure 18). Mobility class is proposed term to capture travel preferences and tastes deriving 
from Bourdieusien conceptualization of social class. Social classes are groups of agents who 
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occupy similar positions in social space and who, being placed in similar conditions and 
subjected to similar conditionings, have every likelihood of having similar dispositions and 
interests and therefore of producing similar practices and adopting similar stance (Bourdieau, 
1985). In a context of travel and multimodality, the term mobility class defines groups of agents 
with same preferences to specific transportation modes. They can become irrational car addicts, 
cycling advocates, green travelers, etc. (see Anable, 2005; Prillwitz and Barr, 2011; in a Swedish 
context see Henriksson, 2008; Henriksson et al., 2011).  

 

Figure 18. Mobility subcultures and their interactions 

The actual modal split reveals conflicts between preferences (mobility classes or market 
segments) and possibilities to travel (affected by design elements in the built environment which 
support or hinder mobility).  

To show this mobility culture bias, the heat maps of the LoIs are multiplied with weights that 
correspond to different mobility cultures to estimate general mobility score for different 
subcultures. The overall mobility score is calculated as: 

∑  [11] 

Mc  Multimodality Score for a mobility class c  

LoIm  Level of Integration for transportation modes m  

Wm weight for specific mode m for mobility class c 

Table 11 shows weights for the typical mobility classes. Each typical mobility class received a 
weight based on 9-point scale: 1) like extremely (9); 2) like very much (7); 3) like moderately (5); 
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4) like slightly (3); 5) neither like nor dislike (1); 6) dislike slightly (1/3); 7) dislike 
moderately (1/5); 8) dislike very much (1/7); and 9) dislike extremely (1/9). The weight factor 
was calculated when the weights for different factors were summed for each row and divided 
with the weight of mode. The sum for flâneurs is 9.778=9+1/3+1/3+1/9 and the weight 
0.92=9/9.778. 

 
Walking Cycling Public 

transportation 
Private car 

Flâneurs Like extremely 
(0.92) 

Dislike 
slightly  (0.03) 

Dislike 
slightly  (0.03) 

Dislike 
extremely  (0.01) 

Cycling 
advocates 

Dislike 
slightly  (0.03) 

Like extremely 
(0.92) 

Dislike 
slightly  (0.03) 

Dislike 
extremely  (0.01) 

Bus or 

Rail nerds 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.08) 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.08) 

Like extremely 
(0.75) 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.08) 

Green 
travelers 

Like 
moderately  (0.33) 

Like 
moderately  (0.33)

Like 
moderately  (0.33)

Dislike 
moderately  (0.01)

Rational 
agents 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.25) 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.25) 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.25) 

Neither like nor 
dislike  (0.25) 

Dedicated 
motorists 

Dislike 
extremely  (0.01) 

Dislike 
extremely  (0.01) 

Dislike 
extremely  (0.01) 

Like extremely 
(0.96) 

Table 11. Weighting of transportation mode preferences for typical mobility classes 

Dialog and Collaboration Methods 

To get feedback and better integrate the MTPC method with Swedish urban development 
processes, there is coordination of the development of MTPC with actors and stakeholders 
(Riksbyggen, municipalities and Trafikverket in first hand).  From municipal perspective and 
Trafikverket there are two approaches on multimodality. Urbanists and transportation 
engineers tend to be deterministic, whereas mobility managers and strategical planners take a 
more critical standpoint. Table 12 summarizes the approaches, capacity and sectors of influence. 

 Approach Capacity to bring changes and 
sectors of influence 

Municipalities 
(urbanists and 
transportation 
engineers) 

Deterministic Low in short term, high long term. Produce 
and approve plans. 

Municipalities (policy 
and mobility 
management) 

Critical High in short term, low long term. Make 
transportation policy. 

Trafikverket Deterministic/critical Low in short term, high long term. Build 
and maintain infrastructure. 

Riksbyggen 
(developer and real 
property owner) 

Critical High in short and long term. Develop and 
maintain buildings (housing and 
commercial). 

Table 12: Actors and stakeholders, their approach, capacity to bring changes and 
actions/sectors of influence (inspired by research on negotiations, Raiffa et al., 2002) 
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Reference group meeting are organized with a larger group of actors, stakeholders and experts. 
There are coordination meetings with the main actors (Riksbyggen and municipalities) to get 
feedback on practicalities regarding multimodality assessment and applicability of MTPC and 
the other methods. Additionally, the actors and stakeholders received a questionnaire about 
preferences to what kind of performance certificate (in terms of medals, levels, points, modal 
split, energy use (KWh/km or KWh/y) and CO2-emissions (g of CO2/km or tons of CO2/year) 
fits best their interests, as well as a questionnaire about importance between different urban 
form factors. This goal of the dialog and coordination is informing and consensus building 
(Innes, and Booher, 1999). 

Testing the Methods in Stockholm and Jönköping 

Three neighborhoods: Haningeterrassen in Haninge, Stockholm and Munksjöstaden and 
Tenhult in Jonkoping, are selected for the analysis (Figure 14). Haningeterrassen and 
Munksjöstaden are ongoing development projects of Riksbyggen. 

 

Figure 19: Study areas in Stockholm and Jonkoping 

Haninge, a municipality with roughly 90 000 inhabitants, is a southern suburb of Stockholm, 
the capital and largest city in Sweden with approximately 2.2 million people living in its 
metropolitan area. Haningeterrassen is an infill project close to Handen station (commuter rail). 
Haninge is a typical suburban neighborhood development project from the 1960-70s with local 
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shopping mall (Haninge Centrum, subsequently upgraded under 1980s) and additional 
commercial and institutional buildings (library, municipality headquarters, etc.) around 
commuter rail station. The suburban neighborhood center is surrounded by residential 
multifamily apartment buildings. Jonkoping is a middle-sized city in southern Sweden with 
more than 130 000 inhabitants living in the municipality and 350 000 in the region. 
Munksjöstaden is an extension of the southern inner city of Jonkoping, called Jonkoping Söder, 
along the waterfront of Munksjö, Lake of monks. Jonkoping Söder has a unique inner city 
character of a middle-sized Swedish city with small shops and services, parks (Idas park) and 
squares (Torpaplan). Jonkoping University is nearby too. Tenhult is a detached house suburb 
grown around a railway station from the 19th century. However, the neighborhood center is not 
located in proximity to the station despite the fact that the residences create a circle around 
Tenhult station. 

Input from the Coordination and Dialog  

The tests with different methods and development of MTPC method is coordinated Riksbyggen, 
the Swedish developer and property owner and the municipalities of Haninge and Jönköping 
and Trafikverket. The following sections summarize their inputs. 

How Should the Benchmarking of MTPC Look Like? 
Table 13 shows the input by actors and stakeholders on different benckmarking procedures. 
MTPC consider outputs as medals, levels, points, classes, modal split, energy use (KWh/km or 
KWh/year) and CO2-emmissions (g of CO2/km or tons of CO2/year). There are standard 
methods to calculate energy use and CO2-emmissions from modal shares. 

Benchmarking method Input by actors and stakeholders. 
Medals/Grades Preferred by many (often combined with detailed information 

about CO2-emmision or energy use , very few medals or levels 
preferred (bronze, silver, gold) by property owners and developers) 

Points/Score Preferred by few. 
Classes/Labels  Preferred by many. 
Points/Score with Medals/Grades 
(as BREEAM and LEED) 

Preferred by none 

Points/Score with Classes/Labels 
(as Walk Score) 

Preferred by few 

Modal split  Preferred by many (often combined with detailed information 
about CO2-emmision or energy use) 

CO2-emmisions 
(g CO2/km or ton CO2/year)  

Preferred by all (in combination with modal split, noted important 
for environmental goals). 

Energy use (kWh/year)  Preferred by many (in combination with modal split) 

Table 13: Input by stakeholders in respect to how should MTPC look alike (Medal/Grade is 
something that can be achieved, whereas Class/Label is more descriptive) 

There is a preference towards medals and classes, but in combination with information about 
modal split, CO2-emmisions and energy use. Riksbyggen likes to see simple medals, whereas 
municipalities lean more towards classes (sometimes in combination with points). Experts 
suggested classes in Swedish (similar to Walk Score) such as: local public transport works well, 
regional public works poorly, the car works excellent (lokal kollektivtrafik fungerar bra, regional 
kollektivtrafik fungerar dåligt, bilen fungerar utmärkt), etc. Some argued that the differences are 
often subtle. Points often relate to medals and levels (just as very detailed scale of grades 
without knowing what is not good, good or very good). Medals are very good for 
communication, but it is difficult see the different factors that make the medal. It is important 
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both to have overall information (as medals or classes) and detailed information about urban 
form factors. 

Which Factors Matter (Should be Included in MTPC)? 
The criteria in the different methods tangle urban form and network access factors, 
characteristics of different transportation systems and mobility management measures. The 
urban form factors are generally considered less important than parking (Table 14).  

Factors Input by stakeholders 
Municipality (kommun) Not very important  
Location in municiaplity (läge i kommunen) Somewhat important  
Density (befolkning och bebyggelsetäthet)  Somewhat important 
Diversity/mix use (funktionsblandning) Somewhat important 
Street layout (gatumönster) Not very important 
Neighborhood type (bebyggelsetyp) Somewhat important 
Walking distance to local transit (gångavstånd till lokal 
kollektivtrafik (stadstrafik) 

Very important  

Frequency of local transit (turtäthet i lokal kollektivtrafik) Very important 
Accessibility by local transit (tillgängliget med lokal kollektivtrafik) Very important 
Walking distance to regional transit (gångavstånd till regional 
kollektivtrafik) 

Very important 

Frequency of regional transit (turtäthet i regional kollektivtrafik) Somewhat important (in small city), 
very important (in large city) 

Accessibility by local transit (tillgängliget med regional 
kollektivtrafik) 

Somewhat important (in small city), 
very important (in large city) 

Travel time ratios public transportation with private car 
(restidskvoter bil- kollektivtrafik) 

Very important 

Regularity (regularitet) Not very important 
Safety on transit (trygg att åka kollektivt) Not very important 
Comfort (komfort (moderna fordon)) Not very important 
Real time information (realtidsinformation) Very important 
Walking distance to local community center (gångavstånd till lokalt 
centrum) 

Very important 

Safe to walk (trygg att gå) Very important 

Standard of pedestrian network (gångvägnätets standard) Somewhat important 

Cycling distance to local community center (avstånd till lokalt 
centrum med cykel)  

Very important 

Standard of cycling network (cykelnätets standard) Somewhat important 
Car parking (bilparkering) Very important (not so important for 

mobility management) 
Standard of road network (bilvägnätets standard) Somewhat important 

Carpools (bilpooler) Very important (to Riksbyggen and 
for mobility management) 

Mobility Management (mobilitetsplan) Very important 
Work at home (distansarbete) Not very important 

Table 14: Input by stakeholders in respect to factors that are important 

Car parking is main transportation topic in discussions between property owner and developers 
and municipalities. As a property owner and developer, Riksbyggen has the greatest interest to 
get reduced parking standards from municipalities. MTPC is a certificate that can justify that. If 
there are multimodal travel alternatives, lower parking standards might apply as a tradeoff.  
Better MTPC, lower parking standard. Both municipalities and Riksbyggen are amenable to 
reduce parking, but there is a pressure by tenants (especially in small cities) where at least one 
parking place per apartment is seen as a default. Property owners and developers also compete 
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in smaller cities who will offer an extra parking place. There is a strong cultural lean of the 
residents towards the car. The municipalities (especially those who work with urbanism and 
transportation engineering) also see the MTPC as information for improve planning for 
multimodality. 

Summarizing the Coordination 
Table 15 summarizes the coordination with the main actors and stakeholders. Riksbyggen wants 
to see a very simple certificate (medals or levels) that will link to parking standards.  
Trafikverket are generally skeptical about rating with medals/levels. The argument is that the 
transportation is dynamic and the medals/levels fail to capture this. Most of the methods that 
are tested include the most important factors. 

 MTPC Important factors 
Municipalities  Points and classes 

(medals) with 
modal split and CO2-
emmision 

Location in municipality, density, street network, neighborhood 
type, access to local and regional transit, travel time ratios, 
regularity and comfort in public transportation, real time 
information, distance to local community centers, good 
standard of sidewalks and bikeways, carpools and mobility 
management/mobility plans 

Trafikverket Modal split and levels 
used in practice 
(skepticism about rating 
with medals/levels) 

All the factors in the Trafikverket’s Trafikalstring tool and 
accessibility analyses. 

Riksbyggen  Very simple with very 
few medal or levels 
(bronze, silver, gold), 
but with detailed 
information about CO2-
emmision or energy use  

Location in municipality, neighborhood type, access to local and 
regional transit, travel time ratios, real time information, 
distance to local community centers, car parking, carpools, and 
mobility management/mobility plans. 
 

Table 15: Summary of how MTPC should look like and important factors (perspective of the 
main actors) 

Testing the Methods  

Figures 20-26 show maps illustrating different ways to benchmark multimodality. The heat 
maps for LEED medals and credits are normalized within the 0-100 interval to be comparable 
(Figure 20). Walk Score, Transit Score and Bike Score are presented with adequate descriptions 
as LEED certification levels (Figure 21-22). The pie charts show the modal shares in 
Trafikstralning. Figure 23 presents modal split estimates in Trafikstralning and modal shares 
measured in travel surveys. MTPC shows LoIs (0-100%) and modal shares on as heat maps 
(Figure 24-26). Green means better and red worse on all heat maps. 

Different methods excel in some aspect, whereas they are disadvantaged in other. LEED-ND 
focuses in detail on urban elements (building façade, entries to buildings, setbacks, etc.), 
whereas Walk Score accentuates network access (86% of the score). The visual perception 
factors under Walkable Streets comprise 25% of the credits in LEED-ND. The heat maps in 
LEED show higher variation than Walk Score.  Regardless, LEED and Walk Score show zones in 
Jonkoping and Haninge which are highly walkable and zones which are not. LEED seems to be 
more stringent in sense of awarding credits and produces much more detail. Walk Score results 
are more even and much higher. The few shops in Tenhult produce very high Walk Score, 
equally as in Munksjostaden and Haningeterrassen which are located rather centrally in their 
respective municipalities. Very few destinations boost network access dramatically in Walk 
Score. The overrating of Walk Score is understandable, since it is a web service and very low 
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scores can affect customer satisfaction (51 out of 100 is acceptable, but 1 out of 100 percent is 
worrying).  

Trafikalstring calculates the modal shares for places (zones) based on the number and type of 
residents, jobs, etc. within the zone. However, there are some problems. Firstly, Trafikalstring 
seems to miscalculate walking. The estimated modal shares of 27% car, 8 % public 
transportation, 14% cycling and 50% walking for Munksjöstaden does not coincide with the 
actual modal share of 44% car, 8% public transportation, 21% cycling and 26% walking in 
Torpa/Jonkoping Söder (see Jönköping municipality, 2014). Trafikalstring estimated a high 
share for walking in Haningeterrassen (13% car, 24% public transportation, 7% cycling and 55% 
walking) and Haninge municipality is predominantly commuting suburb with 50% car, 32% 
public transportation, 5% cycling and 10% walking (SLL, 2016). The tool was much better to 
estimate the modal share in suburban Tenhult 77% car, 4% public transportation, 12% cycling 
and 5% walking versus 85% car, 7% transit, 3% bike and 2% walking in the travel survey 
(Jonkoping municipality, 2014). This problems might be methodological. The size of the zones is 
one or two city blocks. If a wider zone is applied for a specific building where the modal share is 
calculated by home range as zone, the modal share might change. The level of aggregation might 
be too detailed for an aggregated model. In the end, Trafikalstring relies on manual input of 
data. The analysis for each building are laborious undertaking. An alternative will be to 
automate manual input and analysis of number of residences and jobs within the home range.  

MTPC as a hybrid method generates reasonable results for LoIs and estimates of modal split 
(based only on LoIs as indicator of integration with the built environment). The benchmarking 
procedure produces hot spots for walking and public transportation (in equal detail as in LEED), 
and it shows where it is problematic to bike. It identifies steep slopes and terrain depressions 
where it is difficult to bike. The modal shares estimates are within some reasonable margin of 
error (not as high as Trafikalstring). Secondly, the modal share estimates are represented 
visually on a map. That adds a certain complexity, but also allows seeing red spots. 
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Figure 20: Results of the modified LEED method 
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Figure 21: Results for all the factors in Walk Score method 
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Figure 22: Results for Walk Score, Bike Score and Transit Score 
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Figure 23: Results of the Trafikalstring (Trip Generation Tool) estimates 
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Figure 24: Results of the hybrid MTPC method in Munksjöstaden, Jönköping  
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Figure 25: Results of the hybrid MTPC method in Tenhult, Jönköping  
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Figure 26: Results of the hybrid MTPC method in Haningeterassen, Stockholm  
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Different individuals assess multimodality from different perspectives. To show this mobility 
culture bias, the heat maps of the LoIs are multiplied with weights that correspond to biases to 
different transportation modes by different mobility cultures. The individuals are not always 
dedicated to one mode, but they are part flâneurs, part cyclists, part motorists, part transit 
nerds, etc. Figures 27-29 estimate the extremes of general multimodality score for different 
subcultures (flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail nerds, green travelers, rational agents and 
dedicated motorists) for the three study areas. 

 

Figure 27: How would different mobility classes (flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail nerds, 
green travelers, rational agents and dedicated motorists) evaluate the LoIs in Munksjöstaden, 
Jönköping. Note that these estimation are exaggerated by the bias of typical subcultures 
(dedicated motorists prefer car before anything else, etc.) 
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Figure 28: How would different mobility classes (flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail 
nerds, green travelers, rational agents and dedicated motorists) evaluate the LoIs in Tenhult, 
Jönköping. Note that these estimation are exaggerated by the bias of typical subcultures 
(dedicated motorists prefer car before anything else, etc.) 
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Figure 29: How would different mobility classes (flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail 
nerds, green travelers, rational agents and dedicated motorists) evaluate the LoIs in 
Haningeterrassen, Stockholm. Note that these estimation are exaggerated by the bias of 
typical subcultures (dedicated motorists prefer car before anything else, etc.) 

Discussions 

All the methods produce reasonable results considering their scope, purpose and application. 
They are applicable in practice and deliver information. The modal shares presented on Figures 
24-26 are approximations, but they are useful to target red spots (poor integration with walking, 
biking and public transportation). There is a pragmatic value in assessments and 
approximations, but it needs pragmatic sensibility also. Three pressing issues need a critical 
view: indicators and simplifications; critical view on the ideology (and its form-based urbanism) 
behind multimodality indicators; and approximations of transportation forecasts.   
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Critical View on Multimodality Indicators 

Indicators assume simplification, symbolic representation of the city (the core of science of city, 
Batty, 2017). Technological science (Hanson, 2007; 2015) offers a way to interpret the 
simplifications behind science of cities. Technological science differs from applied or social 
science is that it deals with approximations, probabilism and experimentations. Approximations 
and experimentations derive here from pragmatist pursuit of relevance, similarity, consensus 
and stewardship. They contrast rationalist objective as precision, correspondence, principles 
and expertise (Hoch, 2002). Simplification is essential for a dialog in a context of complex 
adaptive learning systems (Innes and Booher, 1999). Disentangling cities and urban problems 
implies understanding organized complexity (Weaver, 1948; Jacobs, 1961; Batty, 2005). The 
urban analytics as a technological science must go from complex to simple and back to complex. 
To enable social learning it needs a process of deliberation and coordination, simplicity and 
indicators that integrate smoothly in the processes of urban development and transformation of 
cities today. MTPC therefore incorporates urban elements common in urban design and 
development practices (building setbacks, building heights, street widths, parking standards, 
etc.). The coordination creates a network of actors and stakeholders as a system of distributed 
intelligence. These networks are agents of changes in cities that continuously act, learn and 
improve (Innes and Booher, 2000). Indicators can play a critical role in making incremental 
changes if incorporated in urban development processes. 

MTPC as a set of multimodality indicators combines typo-morphological urbanism of ideal 
urban patterns and FCBs with transportation forecasting. Multimodality is a wicked problem. 
Wicked problems have multiple and conflicting goals and are surrounded by technological 
uncertainty. The information needed to understand a wicked problem depends on the idea of 
solving it. Problem understanding and problem resolution are associated (Rittel and Webber, 
1973; Innes and Booher, 2009, p.viii). Since there are multiple perspectives on multimodality, 
there is no ideal or optimal solution. It is possible to conceive and propose solutions (ideal urban 
pattern for different transportation modes) ahead of time and create dialog among actors and 
stakeholders about how to measure multimodality, what matters for who, etc. 

Ideologies shape urbanisms (Lefebvre, 1996 [1968], Castells, 1977). The ideology of the 
urbanism for multimodality (advocacy, ideal urban forms for walking, cycling, public 
transportation and private car) transfers on the indicators. The multimodal indicators derive 
from futurism/utopianism (ideal futures). The indicators measure ideal futures (multimodal 
cities integrated with walking, cycling, public transportation and private car) and since 
multimodality is a wicked problem, the indicator is both a problem and solution. It is pseudo-
scientific (Marshall, 2012). The ideological concern is that many ideal urban patterns for 
multimodality (especially walking and public transportation) are based on historical research on 
cities. These studies look at successful cases of integration between different transportation 
systems and cities (Cervero, 1998; Stojanovski et al. 2013). The problem and solution is 
nostalgic and historicist. The whole model for multimodality is a traditional city model28. The 

                                                        
28 New Urbanism creates FCBs (called also Smart Codes) based on elements and differentiations of 
neighborhoods based on density (Duany and Talen, 2002; Talen 2003). Like in a catalogue, these rules of 
urban design allow for freedom of expression. In a same time, the New Urbanists propose models of New 
Traditional Development (NTD) or Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The pursuit of FBCs for NTD 
or TOD might create stereotypical places. The freedom of expression might confer to the place stereotype. 
The whole, the model can dominate over the creativity of using the elements and rules. 
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quest of multimodality is a mission to urbanize suburbia29 into old urban cores (that became 
multimodal historically). This raises critical and ethical concerns. With a physical 
transformation (insertion of new transportation infrastructures) from one place type to another, 
the social settings and subcultures of the place change (Fischer, 1982). There is an ensemble of 
processes that shape urban environments: concentration, centralization versus decentralization, 
segregation and invasion versus succession. Invasion explains the movement by which a new 
population (or activity) takes root in a previously occupied space, having been either rejected by 
its previous site, or integrated into it or taking it over in a dominant role in the ecological unit 
thus envisaged. (Castells, 1977, p.119). Postmodern ideology stands behind multimodality. 
Retroism is the postmodern love for retro. Multimodal cities tend to be simultaneously historical 
and progressive, retro and creative. Historical reinventions and replications might not be a 
preferred choice for many residents. FCBs tend to hide this retroism of the model with 
indicators. The indicators are elements and rules for a model or type. The overlaying pattern (a 
model) can turn invisible if the dialogue focuses only on the elements. 

To understand multimodality as a wicked problem and the simplifications and ideologies behind 
the indicators, there is an ongoing dialogue. The benchmarking method, the type of information 
etc. is discussed with different actors and stakeholders: Riksbyggen, Swedish real-estate 
developer and property owner; Trafikverket, the Swedish Transportation Authority; and urban 
planners, transportation engineers and mobility managers from Jönköping and Haninge 
municipalities. The development of MTPC is coordinated. MTPC should be conceived as a 
process of choosing elements, making evaluations and creating dialog, not as final product.  

Approximations of Transportation Forecasts 

The predictions of mobility patterns based only on fixed urban form and network access factors 
must be considered with awareness, because travel directly depends on discrete choices of 
individuals (economic rationality, personality traits, irrational commitment to specific modes, 
etc.) and mobility cultures. Transportation infrastructures give physical settings for travel and 
the infrastructure as physical spaces precondition travel, rather than determine it (modified 
from Alexander, 1979). Physical travel needs infrastructures, but it does not mean that if the 
infrastructures are in the place, the city as environment always orients towards them and 
integrates them. It does not mean that if the infrastructure for public transportation is there, 
everyone will use transit. Transportation and cities interact on different scales. Multimodality 
depends from individual to individual. Some cities like Stockholm have developed a mobility 
culture that prioritizes public transportation is prioritized. Other cities like Copenhagen have a 
cultural cycling bias. Strong mobility cultures influence actual modal shares by boosting specific 
modes. Mobility management also plays role in shaping everyday travel.  

To describe this variation MTPC takes a sensitivity approach based on distinction by taste by 
Pierre Bourdieu (1979), mobilities and mobility cultures (Urry, 2007) and social construction of 

                                                        
29 The pursuit of traditional urbanization brings in the problem of type. Problems might occur if FBCs,, 
ideal models and typologies they are applied without reflection. They can enforce patterns of social 
domination and ecological destruction (Franck & Schneekloth, 1994.p.10). Although types are being used 
all the time to further specific goals and interests that we may seriously question, we are neither 
sufficiently aware of this process nor do we make effective use of types to reach alternative goals and serve 
other interests. While changes in types can be transformative, supporting a more socially just and 
ecologically sound world, the changes can be, and often are, repressive and unjust (Schneekloth & Franck; 
1994, pp. 32). Urban types and codes tend to be conservative and look to the past for things that work. 
They might not conceive new cultural patterns or technologies. 
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transportation modes (social acceptance of bikes in Pinch and Bijker, 1984). The vehicle 
technologies and mobility cultures create subcultures and social settings, whereas the 
transportation infrastructure physical settings for everyday travel (discussed by Fischer, 1984; 
in a sense of urban experience). Vehicle technologies compete in society. Established mobility 
cultures produce social norms in neighborhoods and cities. In the end, transportation 
infrastructures compete for physical space in cities. Almost all mobilities (mobility cultures) 
presuppose large-scale immobile infrastructures that make possible the sociabilities of everyday 
life (Urry, 2007, p.19). Knowledge of transportation technologies diffuses in society through 
institutions, individuals and social groups (motorists and automobile clubs, rail enthusiasts, 
biking advocates against anti-cyclists, etc.). The competition between vehicle technologies and 
transportation modes in society creates mobility classes. Not everyone can drive. Some people 
love bikes and advocate biking. Other individuals are passionate about driving and cars. Some 
are nostalgic about trams and trains.  Figures 27-29 illustrate how different mobility classes (the 
extremes) would evaluate the same urban environment. To show this diversity it analyzes 
multimodality for various mobility classes. Most radical cases of mobility classes as social fields 
(Bourdieu, 1985) are considered. Individuals in reality are somewhere between the centers of 
flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus or rail nerds, green travelers, rational agents and dedicated 
motorists (Figure 18). These preferences change constantly throughout the lives of individuals 
and that effects the actual modal share.  

Conclusions and future research 

The methods produce different, but reasonable results considering their specific scopes and 
applications. Table 16 summarizes the comparison of methods in respect to the benchmarking 
and possible problems.  

 Benchmarking  Evaluation methods  Problems 

Environmental 
certification 
systems 
(LEED) 

Credits and medals  MCE (built environment 
factors, accessibility) 

Not specialized to evaluate 
multimodality (but much 
potential). Laborious analysis 

Accessibility 
index (Walk 
Score) 

Scores, descriptions, 
and heat maps 

MCE (accessibility, built 
environment factors) 

No parking or Driving Score 
included. Overestimates scores.  

Trafic 
forecasting tool 
(Trafikalstring) 

Modal split  
Trip generation and modal 
split estimation (based on 
built environment factors) 

Inaccurate estimations of modal 
shares. Laborious analysis 

Hybrid (MTPC) 
LoIs (scores) and 
modal shares as heat 
maps 

MCE (built environment 
factors, accessibility) + 
modal split estimation 

Laborious analysis 

Table 16: Summary of comparison of methods 

Each method excels in something: LEED in detail and comprehensiveness (summarized as 
medals); Walk Score in visualizing multimodality (multiple scores and heat maps presented 
online); and Trafikalstring in forecasting modal splits (and subsequently having the possibility 
to calculate energy use and CO2-emmissions). However, there are some disadvantages. The 
detail in LEED needs surveying and laborious analysis. Walk Score overestimates its scores to 
satisfy its customers. Trafikalstring is not very accurate in its modal shares estimations. MTPC 
combines the best of each method, but it also inherits some of the problems. It remains 
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laborious analysis. The modal share estimations are a bit better than Trafikalstring. There is lots 
of room for improvement, but also lots of potential to convey information. 

MTPC aims to deliver concise and visual information about sustainable transportation to 
multiple stakeholders: property owners and tenants, real property developers, urban designers 
and planners. The benchmarking procedure succeeds in that (Figure 30). This information can 
be used to calculate energy use and emissions from transportation and contribute to increased 
awareness for unsustainable mobility patterns embedded in cities.  

 

Figure 30: Modal shares estimation in the three study areas. 

However, the estimation of modal shares based only on built environment factors must be 
considered with certain level of critique. Travel directly depends on discrete choices of 
individuals and it is skewed by established mobility cultures. To preview the variety of 
evaluations by different individuals considered here as radical flâneurs, cycling advocates, bus 
or rail nerds, green travelers, rational agents and dedicated motorists. These estimation are 
exaggerated by the bias of typical subcultures (dedicated motorists prefer car before anything 
else, etc.), but they show that the same urban elements can be conceived differently from 
individuals with strong travel preferences. Munksjöstaden can be a paradise for cyclists. 
Pedestrians would enjoy much more Jönköping Söder/Munksjöstaden than the other study 
area. Dedicated motorist would be happy anywhere and see no problems (Figure 31). 

The benchmarking method makes prediction based on probabilistic travel forecasts and ideal 
urban patterns (of design elements on different scales). The indicators measure ideal futures 
(multimodal cities integrated with walking, cycling, public transportation and private car) and 
since multimodality is a wicked problem, the indicator is both a problem and solution. The 
ideological concern is that many ideal urban patterns for multimodality (especially walking and 
public transportation) are based on historical research on cities. The whole model for 
multimodality is a traditional city model. The quest of multimodality is a mission to urbanize 
suburbia into old urban cores (that became multimodal historically). This raises a number of 
concerns considering gentrification and invasion of new residents in neighborhoods where they 
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might not be welcomed. To understand the risk of approximations and ideological biases, there 
is an ongoing dialogue. The development of MTPC is coordinated with different actors and 
stakeholders. The benchmarking method, the type of information etc. is discussed on meetings.  

 

Figure 31: Modal shares estimation in the three study areas. 

In the end, MTPC should be conceived in a pragmatic sense as a process of choosing elements, 
making evaluations and creating dialog, not as a final product. Cities are an immense laboratory 
of trial and error, failure and success, in city building and urban design (Jacobs, 1961, p.6). The 
purpose of this report is to provide expertise and set a stage for discussing alternative designs. It 
also aims to identify specific urban form factors (design elements) and set a research agenda 
about how these specific design elements (building setbacks, building heights, etc.) commonly 
used in urbanist practice influence different transportation modes. The future research should 
focus on empirical proof on the effect of design elements. In long term, the goal is to integrate 
with existing municipal GIS and automate parts of the analysis. Another possibility is to create a 
web application that will automatically recognize urban design elements based on GIS data. 
MTPC estimates can be additionally verified and calibrated with travel surveys and automated 
mode detection mobile apps. 
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Acronyms 

Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology (BREEAM) 

Certification Systems for Sustainable Neighborhoods (CSSN) 

Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency (CASBEE) 

Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)  

Form-Based Code (FBC)  

Form-Based Code Institute (FBCI) 

Floor Space Indexes (FSI) 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)  

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)  

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)  

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) 

Land Use and Transportation (LUT)  

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

Level of Integration (LoIs). 

Multimodal Transportation Performance Certificates (MTPC) 

Neighborhood Sustainability Assessment (NSA)  

Life Cycle Analyses (LCA)  

Light Rail Transit (LRT) 

Open Space Indexes (OSI)  

Public Transportation Authorities (PTAs)  

Storstockholms Lokaltrafik AB (SL): PTA in Stockholm  

Transportation Research Board (TRB) 

U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC).  
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Multimodality defines the ability to travel with a choice of different transportation modes. This 
report combines different approaches and methods to analyze multimodality and inform about 
integration of multiple transportation modes with cities. It assesses three methods: green build-
ing and sustainable neighborhood certification systems (LEED, Leadership in Energy and Envi-
ronmental Design), accessibility indexes (Walk Score, http://www.walkscore.com/) and travel 
forecasting tools (Trafikverket’s Trafikalstring, Swedish Transportation Administration’s Trip 
Generation Tool, https://applikation.trafikverket.se/trafikalstring/). It also proposes instituting 
Multimodal Transportation Performance Certificates (MTPC) as a hybrid method. The focus is on 
urban form, physical integration of transportation systems in cities and on urbanism that can 
make multimodality possible. Accordingly, MTPC measures physical integration of different 
transportation systems (walking, cycling, public transportation and private car) with cities. Its 
indicators include design elements (streets, buildings, building façades, building heights, bike 
racks, parking lots, bus stops, subway exits, etc.), place characteristics (density, diversity, etc.) 
and accessibility (network access to local and regional destinations) that have indirect, but 
profound effect on travel. 


